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Year Theme Camp Site No. Co. 

1966 Seoul 50 6 

1967 Sorok-do 57 6 
1968 Yongin 70 5 

1969 Jumunjin 48 4 

1970 Goyang 76 6 

1971 Here New Power Geumsan 72 3 
1972 Partners for Tomorrow Dongnae 84 5 

2004 Steps toward a Sustainable Future 7 Camp Sites 92 14 

2005 Be the One to Change Peace Center 107 21 
2006 Challenge Today, Change Tomorrow Peace Center 105 26 

2007 Unite Youth, Create Change Peace Center 127 20 
2008 Glocal Solidarity, Glocal Action! Peace Center 92 19 

2009 Vision, Value and Action for Sustainable 6 Camp Sites 70 21 
Community 

2010 Youth Working Together for Sustainable 6 Camp Sites 87 19 
Communities! 

2011 Sustainable Development 3 Camp Sites 50 14 

This shows a table of the history of international workcamps conducted by the Korean 
National Commission for UNESCO from 1966 to the present. 
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This year's programmed focused on the role that youth can play in sustainable 
development. Youth people, with their energy, passion, creativity and idealism have 
enormous potential to turn their common vision of a sustainable community into 
reality. Recognizing their invaluable partnership role, work camps are calling on youth 
participate and take action today. Through intercultural exchanges, field study and 
work, the 15-day camp life has been a multicultural encounter and meeting point for 
young people from different national, ethnic, religious and social backgrounds to 
share visions and values. The event serves as an opportunity for participants to 
realize their vision for the future by working with others towards the common goal of 
creating a more just and sustainable world. 

The National Commission maintains active cooperation with UNESCO and other 
Member States to fulfill its role as a liasion between Korea and various international 
partners in UNESCO's fields of expertise. In particular, Korea accentuates its presence 
in UNESCO through increasing regular and voluntary contributions to UNESCO's budget, 
and by sponsoring UNESCO Prizes. The Commission also actively participates in 
UNESCO's policy-making process including: the UNESCO General Conference and the 
Executive Board; the governing bodies of intergovernmental committees and 
insitutions; sub-regional and regional consultation meetings. 
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uhe 2011 programme was held in 4 different project sites - Uljin, Busan, Jeju, 
Wonju. Each field had different dates and activities that were pertaining to the 
local community. For example, the campers organized workshops on global and 
local issues related to their respective fields. Study tour of the field, discussion 

of local issues and action with local people was also part of the activities. Moreover, 
the event was designed to meet the needs and interests of the local hosting 
organizations. Activities with the local residents and for the local community were 
implemented. Volunteers were engaged in meetings with the local population as an 
important part of the project. Lastly, all of the participants had the opportunity to 
present their unique cultures as well. 

Table of camp sites held around the nation in 2011. 
Venue 
Date 
Participants 

Jeju 
1 July - 15 July 
16 from 9 

Busan 
8 July - 22 July 
18 from 13 

Uljin 
1 Aug ~ 15 Aug 
16 from 8 

countries countries countries 
O 『ganized By | Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Suppo 『ted By I Jeju Special Self- Busan City Kia Motors 

In 
Coope 『ation
With 

Governing Province 

Seogwipo YWCA 
Wimiri 

Art Factory in Uljin Provincial 
Dadepo Office 
Tong 
Gamcheon School 
Saha-gu Office 
Kia Motors 

Wonju 
18Aug ~28Aug 
23 from 2 
countries 

Kia Motors 

Modogul-Village 

Dissemination of UNESCO ideal of sustainable develooment. culture of oeace. and 
intercultural understanding 

KNCU sought for the field work through the inner operational network. Among field 
partners that KNCU cooperated within education, science and culture area of work, 
KNCU met 3 local partners whom were active in respective fields. The 3 sites were 
held under the sub-themes as 'biodiversity and sustainable development' held in Jeju, 
're-discovering the village through culture' in Busan and 'environment and sustainable 
development' held in Uljin. Through social, cultural and environmental issues in each 
local community, volunteers from the world could share different perspectives, 
information and common practices. The 15 day course of intercultural dialogue and 
action allowed volunteers to meet fellow companions. 
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Youth empowerment 

UNESCO has always placed great importance on youth. In this endeavor, UNESCO 
was the first agency of the United Nations system to define and develop specific 
programmes for young people. The principal objective of UNESCO's strategy for action 
'with and for youth' is to champion the empowerment of young people as equal and 
valuable partners by enhancing their full participation in society. The daily life and 
activities of this year's program has provided a setting for young volunteers to 
autonomously deal with issues in the community under the guidance of local entities 
and to face with living values that challenges young volunteers in acting up to the 
common ideal of realizing a sustainable future. The activities were led by the youth 
themselves, and reflections from the volunteers show how the programme served to 
encourage them to find their identities, and a sense of purpose to carry out changes 
in their communities. 

Youth participation 

The Korean National Commission for UNESCO promotes youth participation in society 
at the local, regional, and international levels. In this regard, youth activities of the 
Commission focus on encouraging youth to express themselves, as well as giving 
them the best possible chance to participate fully in social life. In line with 
UNESCO's continued efforts to strengthen youth participation, the Commission has 
been seeking to reaffirm the value of youth through this year's programme in close 
cooperation with governments, international organizations, and NGOs. Through the 
programme, young volunteers designed and carried out their own programmes aimed 
to bring change in the local community. They were acknowledged as valuable 
partners in the fields. Volunteers influenced views of social issues within the 
community and created new networks among local communities. Through the 
programme, volunteers can revitalize sustainable development in their respective 
communities. 

Strength of networking 

UNESCO International Workcamp has been commemorated annually by its former 
volunteers. Through the programme, alumni can join in community engagement and 
create new networks. Besides the alumni, the programme keeps in touch with 
existing networks in course of inviting young people around the world and 
coordinating field projects. Moreover, it enlarges the network every year by meeting 
local NGOs and communities through the programmes. As a representative outreach 
programme of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO for society, local 
students, youth workers, and citizens join in the activities, its 3 sites and more than 
100 local students have truly enriched the programmes and the lives of those who 
participated. 
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ESD best practices Ied by youth 

UNESCO vies sustainable development based on four pillars: Society, Economy, 
Environment, and Culture. Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) aims to 
achieve well-being in line with sustainable development by empowering people 
through education to assume responsibility for creating a sustainable future. It seeks 
to engage people from all walks of life, in both economically developing and 
developed countries. ESD is based on the premise of 'learning by doing.' Our 
programme presents practices that share a desire for change in order to create a 
better future and a willingness to participate in active learning. We also aim to 
promote ways of addressing current issues and developing innovative alternatives to 
current lifestyles. The initiatives challenge people's values and belief systems, and 
rely on discussion and dialogue to ensure that communities are able to learn 
together while working towards a common vision for sustainable future. As part of 
efforts to present fields of work KNCU engages in and to invite young people to 
share with civil society, our programme was designed to serve as a coherent 
example for ESD Best Practices led by youth in Korea. There have been meaningful 
and creative ideas given by international youths that serve as steps to make 
sustainable community a reality. 
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OUR STORY 

[1] KNCU 2011-4 / Jeju / 1 July - 15 July 

J uly 1" 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal | Fried rice with vegetab|es 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Pick up 
Eunyoung and Yewon went 

to the airport to pick up 
participants and help them 
to take a bus to Seogwipo 
city. 

2. Getting to know each 
other 
Sitting around the table, 
each person introduced 
oneself. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
Because of the long flight and trip to come to Jeju, they looked tired. But everybody 
looked excited for what will happen during this camp. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
All participants had much luggage, so it was hard to move to one place to place. 
The car didn't have enough places for luggage and people. 
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u/y 2nd 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Black Pasta(Zzapagetti) Dinner: Black pig pork 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Orientation- All the related people 
visited to the camp place and 
introduced themselves and gave us 
useful comments and advice. 

2. Making and giving out rice cake 
to residents - We cut the rice cake 
and mixed rice cake with bean 
powder. Then, packed all the rice 
cake and visited our neighbors. 
The residents were surprised by 
visiting foreigners with rice cake, 
but they were really happy to see 
us and say hello with smile. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Greeting with the residents with Korean is hard, but it helped participants to learn 
Korean more and also Korean greeting culture such as bow. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

There were so many rice cakes to carry, so it was hard to carry the rice cake box 
during giving rice cake to neighbors. Men usually carried the box by turns. 
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U/y 3rd 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Fried tofu sushi-Youbu Chobap , Curry and rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Cleaning the seaside - There were 
lots of trash along the seaside. Even 
a TV and a refrigerator were there. 
We picked up the trash for three 
hours . 

2. Multicultural class orientation 
We discussed about what are we 
going to do in multicultural class for 
four days. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

There were lots of trash to pick up. It was a little bit dangerous because of the sharp rocks 
and plants everywhere. It might damage our body. Even mosquitoes and bugs bothered us. 
But all the participants worked so hard that we could finally finish the cleaning. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One of the residents who live just in front of the seaside invited us to his house for some 
drinks and snacks. He said thanks for cleaning the seaside. From taking rest at the resident 
house, we could feel the atmosphere of the country side's normal house and people's warm 
heart! 
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U/y 4th 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Tteokbokki, Bulgoggi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Mural painting 
This was the first period of mural 
painting, so we needed to do the base 
work. We smooth the wall with 
sandpaper. 

2. Multicultural class at YWCA 
Today's class was about Spain, France 
and Hong Kong. We divided the 
children with three teams and by turns 
they explained their countries. One 
team sang a song from their country 
and show them the traditional things 
and give quiz to children. 

Kids were interested in class, so we were impressed about that. Although it was fun with 
kids, it was a hard work to control some noisy and unfocused kids. 
By having multicultural class , kids have chance to feel more familiar with foreigner. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It need more help to control the kids and make fun class. Smoothing the wall made a lot of 
dust, so it made us hard to breath and focus on the smoothing. 
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U/y 5th 2011 

Weather Hot 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: salade uicoise Dinner: courgettes faraies. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Mural painting 
As a second day of mural painting, we 
painted the whole wall with white. It 
will be the base color for the painting. 
2. Multicultural class at YWCA 
Today's class was about Philippines, 
U.S.A., Taiwan. 
The way of teaching same as 
yesterday's class. 

Mural painting was a hard work. The size was too big to paint and the weather was so hot. 
But all of members work without any complaints. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Multicultural class's fever was so hot among the kids. Controlling the kids and 
explaining the country's was hard. We had to speak out loudly. It would be better if 
we divide the team and separate the room. 
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U/y 6th 2011 

Weather Rainy 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Cooked pork, Red Tofu Dinner: Chinese Dumplings. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Gardening & Sketch on the mural 
We divided two team as gardening 
and sketch on the mural. Because we 
don't need all members to sketch. 
We wore raincoat and cut the grass 
using tools and make the park clean. 
2. Multicultural class at YWCA 

Today was the third period of the 
class. We had three different games 
from Spain, France and Philippines. 
We divided two teams with color of T
shirt- White Team and Blue Team. 

At YWCA, kids were really excited and enjoyed it. It was beyond our expectation 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

The room was not enough for playing games. If we have more spacious room, it would be 
much better. Some kids were so aggressive in the game, so we were worried about if it 
could be hurt each other. 
Washing dishes depended on volunteers. But we decided it was unfair for everybody. 
We made another rule for the washing dishes. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 7 y ul 1A
[

Weather Windy 

Today's Special Meal Spanish & French omelet, French Toast, Sangria 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Mural painting 
We painted mural according 
to the base drawing. 
2. Last day of Multicultural 
class. 
Today was the last day of 
multicultural class. We 
showed our Spanish dance 
to the kids and surprisingly 
kids showed us their 
performance. We didn't 
expect anything special, so it 
was really fun and excited. 
We enjoyed a lot. After the 
performance, everybody 

made cards for farewell. After writing cards, we took a picture together. Even one kid cried. 

-

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Most cards from kids said it was really fun and interesting and they will miss us. 
Garazi's dance-Flamenco was very impressive. Kids were really sorry to apart with us. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Mural had a problem because of the wind. Leaves on the ground stuck to the mural. We 
tried to get rid of the leaves, but the paint on the wall peeled off. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 8 y ul 1'5 

Weather Rainy and Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

There were three teams. 
Each team was made by 
one's common interests. One 
team with four people went 
to Mt. halla(to the top). 
Another team with four 
people went to Sara 
Oreum(to the middle of the 
Mt. Halla). The other team 
went to Manjan Cave and 
Sungsan Sun Rise Peek. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Everybody enjoyed their free time although the weather was not good. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Because we divide the team depend on their interest, one team had no Korean people. So, 
they had problem with contacting with the team and lost their way. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 9 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Sushi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Second day of free time 
We moved together. We looked 
around the tourist place near 
Seogwipo city. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had a great time together. We were surprised that members want to have free time 
together even though place which they want to go is different. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Moving together was fun, but choosing the menu for the meal was difficult. Everybody had 
different opinion on the menu. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 

。
1 y ul 1j 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Foggy 

Pork rolls with mushroom and cooked pumpkin. 
Dinner Pasta & Salad. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Mural painting 
Finally, mural painting finished. The 
appearance was really nice and we 
satisfied what we did. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Mural painting was very worthy, but it was really hard because of hot weather. The residents 
were happy to see the mural painting and we were also happy to see that. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Mural painting had some toxic chemicals. It makes us feeling dizzy. 
And we should have found connection with Mural painting and our theme of work camp. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 1 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Bibimbap 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Working at the tangerine farm 
We Picked the tangerine and drop off it. Because there were 
too many tangerines in that farm, it would be much profitable 
not to harvest it this year. Then, next year farmers can get 
more profit. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Working at tangerine farm was really hard and boring. Repeated action and hot weather 
bothered us. Today's work may be related to the economical way, not the sustainable way. 
But if we think about the Jeju farmer's reality, it is one way of sustainable life. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

To make related Work camp's theme with activity needs a lot of detail explanation 
before working. We should have prepared for that. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 2 1 y ul 1j 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Cloudy 

Lunch: Cheese burger Dinner: Chicken with oyster sauce. Deep 
fried fish with corn soup. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Working at the tangerine farm 
We picked stones in the farm to 
cover a cloth on the ground. The 
cover will reflect the sun from 
ground to the tree and make the 
more delicious tangerine. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We didn't know much about the farming so, it was hard to understand why we have to do it 
with related to the sustainable life. The explanation was not enough. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It would be better explaining about the Jeju's tangerine culture. Why is it important to the 
residents? Then, it might be more meaningful. 
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J uly 13~ 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Sa m-gye-ta ng 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

We visited Shinrye-ri's Oreum called Lee-Seung-Ak. We picked 
up the trash and had lecture from them about the Jeju's history 
and environment. The Oreum was valuable as an 
environmental and cultural heritage. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We discussed about how to make tourism better without destroying area. How to let the 
place be known to people. Connecting with tourism and ecosystem was an important thing. 
We also talked about what kinds of tourism connected with ecosystem in their country. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We should have talked about these kinds of talking from the first day. This kind of serious 
review made us understand more about other cultures. We realized that how to run the 
review time is also an important activity in work camp. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 4 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Chicken porridge 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Visiting community center for 
the elder 
We visited community center and 
met the elders who are the 
residents of the Wimi-ri. We sang 
songs for them and danced. The 
elder and we really enjoyed it. 

2. Making and giving out 
dumplings to the residents. 
We made dumplings for residents as 
a farewell gift. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

It was really interesting to meet the elder people there. And also good chance to know 
Korean culture by the elder. They looked really enjoying the time with us. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

If we know what we are going to do in the community center, it would be much 
understandable. 
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J uly 15~ 2011 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

I Sunny 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Leaving 



[2] KNCU 2011-3 / Busan / 8 July - 22 July 

1 1 
。

2 th 8 y ul 1'5 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Cloudy and Rainy 

Bulgo-gi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Buying necessary stuffs 
-Picking-up campers at Busan station. 
-Having nice dinner!(Bulgogi!) 
-Touring the school and letting them 
know how to use school facilities. 
-lce-breaking(interview game, introducing 
ourselves) 
-Letting campers know about following 
schedule. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

The very first time to meet with each other!: While Myung-hee and Jung-hoon 
prepared for dinner(Bulgogi!), Hwajung, Gangsan, and Hyun went to the meeting point 
at Busan station to pick the campers up. Every camper except Deniz, who was 
planned to arrive late, arrived early and, thanks to Sahagu, which gave us a ride to 
school, we could comfortably reach our destination. It was a bit awkward to talk and 
spend time with each other, we were soon getting closer. 
Let's get to know each other!: After we had nice dinner, we could precede 
prepared programs. While touring the school, it was hard to let them pay attention 
to us since there were too many of them. Hwajung later told us that it was so weird 
to explain how to jump over window to get to shower room. Then, During the Ice
Breaking time, it was really good to know each other. After making a pair, we 
introduced our each partner. 
The end of the first day: Some of them looked so tired because of heavy trip; 
We thought it was better for them to take a rest instead of preceding more 
programs. After short briefing of introducing our basic camp rules, campers got sleep. 
Though little confused and floundered, it was not that bad to announce the 
beginning of the camp. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

There were so many rice cakes to carry, so it was hard to carry the rice cake box 
during giving rice cake to neighbors. Men usually carried the box by turns. 
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J uly 9~ 2011 

麟:?:rSpecial Meal I :깁~bsal(Korean bacon) 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Orientation(lntroducing new friend who arrived late 
previous day and village Gamcheon inform main work 
programs) / 2. earning basic Korean greeting 
language. / 3. Rules&Roles / 4. Opening(Main 
ceremony) / 5. Knowing about art projects given by 
Mr. Jin / 6. Making rice-cake and giving out rice-cake 
to local residents / 7. Having dinner with residents / 
8. Review 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
Let's work more before noon!: When we look back on the whole day, we 
realized that there is a need to precede morning schedule more tightly so that we 
can take an enough rest afternoon. 
Oh .. Roles ... : We failed to evenly distribute the roles for each camper; This problem 
was caused by letting them to write their names freely. Finally, we, Korean leaders, 
had to rewrite all of the roles without overlapping. 
Opening Ceremony, the official launching for 2011 UNESCO international 
workca m p: When we prepared a sheet of paper for letting guests the order of 
opening ceremony, we made a mistake; we first wrote Kyusub-Lee, the principal of 
Gamjung school, rather than his real name Jongryul-Kim. When we introduced 
ourselves by singing a song in opening ceremony, local residents really welcomed 
and gave us a warm applause. After the opening, Mr. Jin, the head of Art factory in 
Dadaepo, gave us a presentation of art projects that had been done in Gamcheon 
cultural village since 2009. A few campers liked his presentation and commented 
that it was a good chance to know the history and background of this village, but 
most of campers didn't much concentrate on it because of his too long speech. 
Making 『 ice cakes, learning Korean tradition: Campers really liked to make 
rice cakes, and local residents sincerely welcomed us when we gave it to them, and 
one gave us a corn and drink. 
Dinner with the head of Sahagu: When the head of the Saha-gu offered us a 
dinner, campers really enjoyed the food (pork) and Korean drinking culture. It was a 
good opportunity for us to get closer easily. 
Review time!: Although everyone looked really tired, we had the review time as 
usual before we went to bed. By sharing the ideas, we were able to re-scheduled 
the following day's plan and shared our feelings and thoughts 
Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
1. Some confused a weekday schedule with weekend schedule. We need to let them 
know specifically. 2. It is recommended to gather office materials, such as scissors, 
glues, pens, and paints.(we already missed some.) 3. Don't leave private goods on 
window shelves in the school auditorium. 4. Don't go out of the school area after 
the dinner. Know how to clean the places (shower room, toilet, and kitchen.) When 
we take a shower, it takes some time to boil the water. 
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J u/y 10~ 2011 

＼；：？：『Special Meal | 「二;-~ssian macaroni soup 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music & cleaning the 
whole school area in the morning. 
-Breakfast 
- Preparing for Multicultural lesson (two 
groups of campers introduced their own 
country by showing traditional costumes, 
local dance, games, and etc 
- Climbing Mt. Cheon-ma. 
- Review time 

Travel the world!: Most campers brought class materials to introduce their nations 
and cultures by a means of showing traditional customs, performing musical 
instruments, and singing a song. It was a very meaningful time sharing culture of 
each country. 
Cheon-ma! Let's fly away!: After lunch, we climbed Mt. Cheon-ma. Since 
everybody wanted to go outside to refresh their mind, we really enjoyed it. When we 
reached to the top of the mountain, we could see all the landscape of Busan. 
During break time, we played a game like 수건돌리 기 . They were happy to feel the 
fresh air on the hill. 
Making dinner: It was the first time for volunteers to make a dinner. Before 
making dinner, they went to traditional market and bought some necessary 
ingredients by themselves. We could have a great dinner, with the campers putting 
much effort on it. While review time, all members talked about today's feeling. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. While preparing multicultural class, it took quite a long time to show all members' 
presentation. At the first time, everyone could concentrate on what others say, but 
as times goes by, they gradually lost their focus. However, there was no problem to 
finish the presentation. Yi loved to get an opportunity to know about the history of 
Gamcheon-dong. 
2. In review time, because roles were not evenly distributed, we had to rearrange 
whole matter so that everyone can do the same number of each chore. It was a bit 
hard and difficult process, but the Korean leaders finally did it. I think it's better for 
us to schedule the roles by leaders, not by everyone. 
After the first dinner that was done by campers, we figured out that the number of 
people for preparing dinner were not enough, so thus we added one more person to 
each dinner team. 
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J u/y 11~ 2011 

＼；：？：『Special Meal I :：「：：, Sa|ad, rice. 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music & cleaning the whole school area in 
the morning. / -Breakfast / -School assembly 
-Walking around village (dividing into 3 groups) to gather the 
pictures that would be used to make a story map. 
-Have a lunch at the first time in the school 
-spend a time with children 
-Each team had a discussion about the map materials they 
gathered. Then, chose three best spots that are worth for 
tourists to visit. 
-then, each team gave a presentation to rest of us. 
-had a dinner with sweet crepe, salad, and the rice and 
meat left in lunch. 
-Review time 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Do stretching every morning: We've been doing exercise every morning. This 
morning, San showed us how to do "The Korean military stretching. " Everyone 
enjoyed following San's poses, and tomorrow morning, Kate will exhibit her own style 
of stretching. 
Walking around a village to gather the materials that are necessary to 
make a story map: The weather was super hot and humid, but everyone 
completed their tasks successfully by choosing the best spots we can imagine and 
creating an amazing story to each spot. Then, San gathered all the scripts they 
wrote and then neatly organized so that they can translate them into their own 
languages (total 9) tomorrow. 
Let's take a video(dancing UNESCO): After we watched a video, dancing Matt, we 
decided to make one. So, in review time, thanks to God, Sowon volunteered to take a 
charge in managing whole process of making film. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Sowon broke the door and got lost!: Sowon accidently broke the door-it was 
already weak!- of luggage room, and thus there was a difficulty in opening the door 
since the key was broken partly inside the key hole. We did open anyway by force. 
Kiki. When we walked around the village, Sowon couldn't find a right corridor where 
other team members went since it was so narrow that she didn't notice it was there 
and she was so absorbed to take a picture of beautiful sceneries. However, finally, 
after putting many efforts on finding her, we found out that she already arrived to 
our destination, Taekukdo center. Smart girl! © 
Yi loves animals!: When we looked around a village, Kate wanted to take a 
picture with a wild cat, which didn 't want to do that. But Kate forced to hold it up 
anyway, so Yi yelled at her to stop doing that. That could be a problem, but in 
review time, Kate said to Yi that she was sorry about that. 
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J u/y 12~ 2011 

Weather Sunny(very hot) 

Today's Special Meal Omelet & Kimbab & chicken 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music 
-Having breakfast in Halulmaru 
-Translating a map into each country 
language(Chinese, Japanese, 
Vietnamese, Spanish, Russian, 
Turkish, French) 
-Having lunch in the school 
-Making the movie posters with the 
children during lunch break. 
-Watching Samulnori performance 
-Learning Samulnori with residents. 
-Learning & practicing health 
stretching with residents. 
-Watching baseball game with 
students / -Having review time ina 
the bus on the way to school. 

Translate map!: It was the first day for us to have a breakfast in Haneulmaru. We 
also had a toaster donated by Hyun. After the breakfast, we translated English story 
of map into our own countries' words. Some were working alone and others were 
working in a group, but some groups with many people, such as France and China, 
still took a long time to meet a mutual agreement. 
We are so popular!: During our afternoon classes (Samulnori & health stretching), 
a lot of journalists, including CBS, BFS, and Sunday News, were waiting us to 
interview campers. 
Lotte Giants vs. Hanhwa: Immediately after the class, we went to the baseball 
stadium as planned. Although campers didn't know the rule of the baseball game, 
they really liked it and Manon even got the price (Lotte Giants T-shirts) called 
'Makjjang Hero' for the best cheering. Lotte Giants won a signal victory! Maybe… 
because of our passionate cheering .. ? 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It was hard for leaders to lead all campers when we went to the stadium. Since 
everyone had their own opinion and didn't follow leaders' guide well-because they 
were too excited!-, it took more time for them to enter and exit the stadium than we 
had expected. After the game, everyone looked very tired. We thought there was no 
enough time to have a review time, so we had a review in the bus. Everyone looked 
so happy except Chang who looked really tired, and she couldn 't participate to the 
review; she was sleeping! Most of us said that today was the best, and we are sure 
that it was a great chance for children to meet and talk with campers. 
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J u/y 13~ 2011 

Weather Rain and cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Spain sausage 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 
_ - - - 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music(Clara) 
-Having breakfast in Hanulmaru 
-Collecting rubbish in the 
Gamcheon village 
-Having a lunch in the school 
-preparing for Multicultural 
lessons (Making an explanatory 
board) 
-doing a rehearsal for 
Multicultural lessons 
-Review time before sleeping 

Let's collect rubbish! After breakfast, we had a short rest time in Hanulmaru and 
collected rubbish in the streets. At the same time, we posted the movie posters to 
advertise our movie night, which will be held on Sunday, 17th of July. When we went 
out for collecting rubbish, suddenly rain started, but campers did great job without 
any complain. 
Let's prepa 『e for multicultural lesson! Teacher let us to use one of the empty 
class rooms so that we could stay at school for preparing multicultural lessons. We, 
leaders, divided them into two teams, with each team consisted of 5 countries. We 
will have forty minutes for one class. Since there were only one Russian, Japanese, 
Spanish, and Turkish, we had to distribute them equally, one team with Turkey and 
Japan, and another with Spanish and Russian. Though the discussion about how to 
fill the whole forty minutes with rich contents was a bit complicated and there was 
some arguing among team members, we tried to solve the problems well. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During the preparation for cultural lessons, there was a small conflict. We are 
so thankful for every camper to bring their cultural class materials for the lesson, 
but there wasn't enough time for each member to introduce their country one by 
one. Also, when a dinner team was preparing meals, they would make terrible food 
if one of us (leaders) didn't help them. Since some of them didn't have any 
experience to make food and no one knows what was being made because of weak 
communication among them, we thought it is necessary for us to make a rule for 
the dinner team. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 4 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Bibimbab 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-breakfast at school auditorium.(Using 
computers from 8:00-40) 
-multicultural lesson in the morning 
-we were knocked down after finishing 
2hours and 40miuntes' multicultural 
lesson. 
-We learned Taekwondo with kids 
-Learning Samulnori 
-Making fans 
-Eating Bibimbab with local residents 
-drinking beer and playing various 
games together 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Lets' travel the world!: Multicultural lessons were successfully done, with campers 
providing kids with brilliant and well-prepared class. Two groups, which were equally 
divided in the same proportion of countries, organized four classes each. 
Though there was a small conflict while discussing about the contents of class, 
we've done great job, which was proven by the amazing attitude of students, who 
are usually easily distracted. Kids' high concentration on class amazed us! 

Let's learn Taekwondol: After lunch, we learned how to perform Taekwondo, one 
of Korean traditional martial arts, and surprised that such small kids could give out 
an enormous energy and that they were very talented. First, they showed us how to 
kick, shake the fists and protect the body, and then we followed after them. Then, 
we crashed onto the wooden board with our fists. Learning taekwondo and watching 
others' performance were very fun, and everyone enjoyed a lot. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It was our first time to eat breakfast at auditorium on a weekday. We had to be 
hurry so that the auditorium could be cleaned before we left the school. However, 
though we were in hurry, we couldn't clean it all on time and leaders had to clean 
and check the auditorium after other campers left to the computer room. 
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J u/y 15~ 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Fastfood 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-breakfast at Hanulmaru 
-Haeundae beach in the morning 
- Lunch in Lotteria 
-One group went to the Sinsegue 
department store and another went to the 
Dongbaek island in the afternoon 
-Go to Centum city department store 
-Meeting at Kwang-an-ree beach and 
drinking 
-Singing a song at noraebang(Karaoke) 
-Go to the JJimjilbang 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Our first free time!: Immediately after our quick breakfast at Hanulmaru, we went 
to the Haeundae beach around 10:00 a.m. Sahagu offered us a bus, so we could 
arrive Haeundae comfortably, appreciating amazing view of Kwang-an Bridge. We 
bought Smart Bitch ticket and borrowed 5 parasols with it. After hours of playing, we 
were divided into two groups, with one going to Centum department store, and 
another going to Dongbaek island nearby beach. It was a great opportunity to see 
both sea and mountain together, and in a cool summer breeze, we could forget 
about the hard work we've done and recharge energy for next week. Then, around 
7:00 p.m., we met again at Kwang-an-ree beach, played lots of games at the sand 
beach, and talked with each other. At 10:00 p.m., we went to noraebang. Seeing 
everyone singing and dancing together was very touching, and this enabled us to get 
closer. Then, we went to Jjimjilbang and had a short review time at ice room. Of 
course, free time didn't mean that there was no leaders' review time. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Where is Clara's camera?: Clara chose to go to Centum department store to by 
camera, though she wanted to go both Dongbaek island and Centum. However, when 
she arrived at her destination and looked for the camera, she couldn't find the same 
model she wanted to buy. 
Sowon lost her bag: Sowon lost her black plastic bag somewhere. She said that 
inside the bag, there were shampoo, body shower gel, towel, and other stuffs. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 6 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

An alive octopus, noodle, cooked rice served in pig soup, 
barbeque bibimbab. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Free time.(Watching 
movie(Transformer3), Haeundae 
aquarium, Nampodong, Jagalchi fish 
market, Bum-eo-sa(temple) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Since everyone wanted to taste (or at least see) an alive octopus, almost everyone 
visited Jagalchi fish market and tasted octopus. Yi and Clara enjoyed a lot, and 
Manon refused to eat. It was very impressive to see everyone trying and experiencing 
new culture. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Trang and Huong climbed the mountain!: On the way to Bum-ea-sa, Trang and 
Huong was separated with the group to take a photo. However, after taking a 
picture, they couldn't find the trace of the group and chose a wrong way, which led 
them to the top of the mountain, under the scolding sun and with no shades, no 
water, and no food at all. Other campers tried to find them, but failed. So, they left 
a memo with phone numbers attached to the board in the place where they 
separated, hoping Trang and Huong would see this. Meanwhile, Trang and Huong 
waited for 25minutes at the top of the mountain and realized others would not 
come there. So, they went down the mountain and found a memo!! They borrowed a 
cell phone from passer-by and could manage to take a bus to the school. It took 
more than 5 hours to climb up and down the mountain! Later, at the review time, 
Trang expressed her feeling like that: "God punished me .. " 
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1 1 
。
2 th 7 1 y ul 1"5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Spaghetti & Turkish food 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music(Priscilla) 
-Having breakfast in auditorium 
-Having a lunch in the school 
-Painting the wall in the school and 
Urinori study room 
-Making fan 
-Preparing for the farewell party 
-Movie night 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Let's paint a mural!: One of the main programs, painting, started today. All the 
prepared materials were only brush and paints. Drawing design was not decided, so 
we had to find out what to draw. Manon suggested drawing a tree with leaves 
stamped by our hands and artist Ujing also suggested us drawing each country's 
flag. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

In the morning, we did base work for painting. But we didn't prepare color paints, 
but the paint only for base work. So, campers made fans and learn Korean songs in 
the school. Necessary paints were not arrived till lunch, so we had a free time 
afternoon. Most people who came to movie night were children. Since they were 
much younger than we expected, Our choice, documentary program, wasn't quite suit 
with them. 
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J u/y 18~ 2011 

Weather Sunny(very hot) 

Today's Special Meal Chinese noodle 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music (Hyun) 
-Having breakfast in Halulmaru 
-Cleaning the mat used at previous 
movie night 
-Go to the school and Urinuri study 
center 
-Having a lunch in the school. 
-Review time in 9:30 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Finally we started painting a mural! : We were divided into two groups, 
Woorinuri study centre team and school team for painting murals. School team drew 
huge tree with full of leaves, which are printed by camper and children's hands. In 
fact, we were worried about drawing huge tree on a schoo| wa|l because the wa|l is 
consisted of two small walls, and it was very difficult for the tree to be connected 
naturally. However, Clara sketched the tree on the wall, (She showed her amazing 
abilities!) and other members quickly colored the tree. Worinuri team drew the flags 
of nine countries and wrote some messages to children on the mural. Our murals 
were almost done except binder painting that would enable our murals to be water 
proved. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. We were supposed to work with artist Woojing in the early morning. But he came 
late, actually after lunch because he forgot about his class! Since we were totally 
dependent on Woojing's design, we didn't know what to do. However, accepting 
Manon's suggestion, we created our own design(huge tree with hand-printed leaves), 
and successfully drew before Woojing came. Yeah-
2. Today was very hot, sunny and humid. All of us sweat a lot, and some couldn't 
bare such a bad weather. The work was done under the scolding sun. 
3. At the dinner time, Yui, Yi and Emily prepared Chinese noodle with meat and one 
without meat for those who don't want to eat meat. 
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J uly 19~ 2011 

Weather Sunny and windy 

Today's Special Meal Galbi(Pork) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

” 

- Stretching with music(Deniz) 
- Working, divided in three 
groups(Woorinuri, Making fans, School 
mural) 
- Having lunch 
- Completing mural, painting our 
handprints on the wall, and binding work 
- Having dinner at Nampodong, hosted 

, by Busan metropolitan city government 
official. 
- Drinking 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We finished murals!: We finally completed the murals. However, we should 
arrange the materials we used to paint a wall, such as paints, brushes, and baskets. 
Since Sowon was in charge of drawing campers' faces(EIGHTEEN!), she felt a bit 
pressure and responsibility for doing such work. We tried to reduce her burden, and 
other camper also helped her do her work(Priscilla assisted her!) 
And maps!: We completed story maps with total nine languages With the earnest 
efforts of Kate and Gangsan, we could finish map work and print total 5 pieces per 
each country. 

Today's journalists!: reporters came from 
1. Busan metropolitan government broadcasting station 
2. Kukjae(lnternational) Newspaper 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. One of the campers(Chang) asked Yi apologize to her for her being rude at 
our review time. We believe that they would well solve the conflict. 

2. Because of too strong wind, It was a bit hard to draw our faces on the wall. 
Thank you, Sowon! 
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J u/y 20~ 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Raw fish 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

- Looking around village and taking a video 
in the morning. 
- Donating books to local book cafe 
- Preparing for the farewell party. 
- Touring Sahagu with a guide 
- Eating raw fish as dinner. 
- Watching Nakjo fountain show in DaDae-
Po 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Hang around the village!: Since we were always divided into two or three groups 
when work, we didn't have many chances to take a picture of us altogether. So we 
decided to spend time only for taking moment of us. 
Donating books: After hanging around the village, we all had a free time. At that 
time, some campers who brought books from their country for multicultural lesson 
went to local study room(Book cafe) to donate them. 
Touring Saha-gul: Saha-gu offered us a tour package with a professional guide. 
However, many thought it was boring and even some campers said that our tour is 
for the sake of having free dinner. Dinner was nice, and Nakjo fountain show was 
really great. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

The village's steep stairs and extreme hot and humid weather made us more tired. 
Though our aim was to enjoy and tour the village, many of us stayed in one place 
and didn't want to move. Although we tried to let them enjoy the free time, many of 
them came back to school to take a rest. 
While we practiced to sing 'Arirang', there was a little conflict. The problem wasn't 
about singing, but not accepting other people's opinion and one camper said that 
she was not going to follow the way other camper suggested. They now might know 
how hard it is to meet an agreement. 
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J uly 21" 2011 

麟:?:rSpecial MeaI I :問i-jun, Guksu(Korean nood|e) 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 
6:30 Wake up/7:40 Breakfast/8:00 Packing/9:00 Busan Galmaeki & Arirang performance 
practice/9:30 Cooking team & Decoration team/12:00 Lunch/13:30 Cooking & decorating 
again/6:30 rehearsal/17:00 Farewell party/19:00 end/20:00 Dinner and going back to 
school 
Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
International Buffet!: We decided to make the food of some countries, such as 
Vietnamese spring rolls, Russian potato jun, Turkish sautee, French pancakes, sausages, 
and REAL cheese. Meanwhile, it took many hours for two of four teams, who started 
first, to make food . So thus Deniz, who was in charge of making Turkish food , had to 
make it at the market. Though the process to prepare the food was somewhat chaos, 
and sometimes Korean leaders fell into the state of panic, we anyway managed well and 
successfully displayed the food to local residents. Everyone could taste various countries' 
food, and that compensated all our hardships and efforts. / Performances!: Hans 
played Busan Galmaeki endlessly, and everyone was sick and tired of listening that song, 
however, it allowed us to memorize all lyrics and melodies, which led to a successful 
performance at the farewell party. Toi 's Japanese dance (Srambusi) amazed everyone, 
and we could feel his ability to attract others in our heart. Some of campers played 
Arirang with various music instruments (Yi, Kate: Okarina, Toi: Jang-gu, Deniz: guitar, 
Sowon: recorder, Manon:melodian), and some elderly people in market danced with its 
beat. All the performances were done successfully under the perfect directing of Hans 
and Hwa jung. / Song for leaders!: Campers secretly prepared one song for five 
leaders. Lyrics and their warm voices touched us so much .. I attach the lyrics here: 
Without you, it wouldn't be the same. This workcamp wouldn't be so great. All together 
we had so much fun. KOMAWA(고마워 ), thank you for what you've done. All these 
moments we'll never forget. All this time with you, all that was done and said. All the 
happiness we shared together. We won't say goodbye but see you later. Bye Opal 
Smiling with your small eyes. Hey Mayonnaise! Cute crazy dancer. Hey Hwajung! No more 
review time. Hey Aree! Taking care of us. Hey San! You're never sleeping. You're 
watching us, even in your dreams. Bread Chingu! Don't forget the sandwich. Stay all as 
you are, we love you like this / DJ!: Introduced by TONG, DJ Gunbong went to party 
and played a music for us. If you saw us singing, dancing, and screaming, you would 
want to play and dance with us. It was such a chaos, but cool and awesome! Everyone 
was united and cried, preparing for the last day. 
Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
1. Before noon, two of four teams started to make food for international buffet, but 
delayed till lunch time. Since they couldn't complete, we should clean the kitchen for 
school lunch team. However, they were very slow to clean the kitchen and some of them 
disappeared, with kitchen remained massy. It was obvious that they would not fin ish 
cleaning kitchen before school lunch team came. So, Hyun had to clean the kitchen with 
Priscilla's help. 2. Since Gamcheon 2-dong market, where the farewell party was held, 
was hidden inside allies, it was very hard to find this location. So, there was a need to 
indicate it. However, we didn 't think about and prepare for that. Not so long before the 
party started, some hurriedly made some arrows to indicate the direction to party place. 
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l u/y 22"' 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Normal breakfast 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

- Packing and cleaning the room 
- School ending ceremony with students. 
- Running a survey about overall program 
- Writing rolling papers 
- Saying good bye. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had to get up early and pack all baggage before ceremony. Since it was hard 
for them to understand what to do by mere announcing, we set an example for 
them by packing our baggage and bring it to the first floor. School ceremony was 
ended with a warm applause. Though time we took to write rolling paper was a bit 
longer than we expected, and bus driver had to wait until we finished, It was worth 
to do that. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We divided campers into groups to clean the room. But only some helped us and 
others didn't clean but play with children or do web surfing. When campers left the 
school, some campers(and some leaders) cried a lot. It was very painful to think that 
we might not meet again. In the survey paper, there was a question: 'Choose three 
best programs,' and we were very happy when many campers said 'do I have to 
choose only three? Thank you for caring us so much and thank you for giving 
special presents to us.'2 
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[3] KNCU 2011-2 / Uljin / 1 August - 15 August 

ugust 1st 2011 

A 
Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Dinner : Sujebi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Pick up people at 3pm and 5pm. 
(One camper arrived at 9pm, one of the 
leaders need to go back to the bus 
station.) 

Get to know each other 9pm: play two 
games which play with a dice and 
drawing something to showing your 
character. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Some people didn 't keep our time because of heavy traffic jam and one person 
didn't come. However, we keep the other schedule as well. 
We did two games for get to know each other but people felt tired. We think one 
game is enough for get to know each other. (We played for 1and ½ hours.) 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Room was not enough for all. 4 female participants need to sleep in living 
room with male participants. Campers didn't complain about that but they 
need to time to hang out with other campers who use the room. 
Camp period are just starting summer vacation. Leaders need to consider the 
traffic jam when they decide the pickup time. 
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ugust 2nd 2011 

A 
Weather Rain 

Today's Special Meal Lunch : JJajangmyun Dinner:Curry 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Rules and roles: Leaders already make 
basic rules and we discussed what we need 
more for 14 days but no one gave ideas. 

10am: Orientation: Campers move to the Uljin 
county office for orientation and meet with 
officers and mayors. 

11:30am-12pm: Taking photo and interview 
with reporter 

12pm-1pm: Having a lunch at the Chinese 
resta u ra nt. 

2pm-6pm: Making rice cake for neighbors 
and give out rice cake to neighbors with 
invitation card for international night. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Orientaion time has changed because of mayor's schedule. 
We having trouble to take photo (back ground and directing for concept.) - Campers 
were exhausted. 
Making rice cake was perfectly enjoyed!!! 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Weather was big problem for taking photo. 
Give out rice cake was good for us to let neighbors recognized us. 
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ugust 3rd 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Lunch bag Dinner: Fried rice. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Trekking and checking our working 
places for 4 days. 

10am : Starting work at the first place(the 
outdoor place for gathering and speech) 

11:30 am: Lunch: Lunch bag which we made 
it yesterday. We played the wizard game after 
lunch. 

1:30pm: starting work. 

3:30pm: finish work and come back to the 
place. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers work faster than what we expect before. Leaders need to make extra 
schedule for free time. 
However, after lunch, campers are easy to feel tired. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Campers have worked very well but they feel hungry. Leaders will bring some 
snack from tomorrow. 
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ugust 4th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

Lunch: Fried tofu sushi Dinner: Korea style pen cakes and 
Rice wine(Makgully) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Complete wedding at the first place and 
have start around the second place for pine 
tree serve place. 

11:50am: Lunch near the stream and 
catching fish. 

1pm: Complete wedding at the second place. 

4pm: Come back and taking shower. 

7pm: dinner 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers work too fast, we need to start second place today. 
During make dinner, campers feel so hot inside because using gas makes hot. We 
decide making dinner outside from tomorrow if weather was fine. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

After lunch, we played water game in the stream but campers felt tired because of 
wet cloths. 
Rice wine (Makgully) makes headache sometimes. We need to mention to campers 
before starting drink. 
We need consider the amount of ingredient. We left too much ingredient tonight. 
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ugust 5th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

Lunch: Chinese Fried Rice Dinner: Polish soup and steam 
vegetable 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Pull out weeds near the board and 
remove some rocks on the road. 

12pm: Play games near the stream 

1pm: We divided by 2 groups and work in 
first. After that, first group work and second 
group complete the work. 

3pm: Come back to work place and most of 
campers did laundry. 

7pm: Dinner 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers have learned so fast. They completely finished the work and officers really 
satisfied our job. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During lunch time, one camper played at the water edge and she felt cold 
later. 
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ugust 6th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny and Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Naengmyun Dinner: Spaghetti and Crocket. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Complete our work near the board. 

12pm: Lunch at the parking spot and taking 
pictures as a last working day. 

1:30pm: Start trekking to see what we did 
during 4 days. 

3:30pm: Come back to our place. 

7pm: Dinner and play ghost game 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Work fast; we have spent time near the stream until our lunch box is coming. 
During trekking, campers recognized what is real the Korea pine tree as well.(We 
had time to ask each other) 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One camper has allergy from mosquito bites. She needs ice pack for that. 
All members take photo. 
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ugust 7th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny and Cloudy 

Lunch: Gimbab and Korea style fried chicken(Dakgangjung) 
Dinner: Fried tofu sushi and Miso soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Depart our place 
10am: Arrive at the 5 days market in 
downtown. Campers buy some street 
snack such as fish ball, chicken and 
cookies for 1 hour. 
11:30am: Lunch at the Gusugok 
camping place where we start trekking 
in the afternoon. We ate Gimbab and 
Korea style fried chicken which we 
bought at the 5days market in 
downtown. 12:30pm: Start trekking for 2 
hours. 
3:30pm: Everyone has checked 
ingredients for the international night 
food at the market. 
5pm: All campers start to make dinner. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Most of campers interested in 5days market but they need to spend their 
time in the car for 1 hour. They already felt tired before we arrive. 
All campers have different walking time. People who walk fast, they followed 
people who walk slowly. The view of mountain was different between our 
work place, campers easy to understand about Korea nature view has various 
view. 
We made a Japanese food for dinner together. It makes people understand 
culture different. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One camper was bitten by the bee but she spread some medicine and was 
fine. There are so many flies in the mountain. 
From tomorrow, we will make food for 10 people because campers didn't eat 
that much. 
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ugust 8th 2011 

A 
Weather Rain, from 9am Sunny 

Today's Special 
Meal 

Lunch: Meal from the Bullyoung temple. Dinner: Barley Rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

10am: Depart camp place to the Bullyoung 
temple. Tour the temple for 1 hour and have 
started lunch meal from 11:50am. 

1pm: Arrived at the fresh water fish 
environment ecology exhibition. 

2pm: Move to the Sungryu Cave. 

4pm: Visit the sunrise park and Manyang 
pavilion. We take photo all together. 

7pm: Come back to the camp place. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers easy to understand what Korea is style temple comparison with other 
temple in Asia through the temple tour. Campers saw many various Korea fish at the 
fish exhibition not only fish what they saw in the bullyoung valley stream but also 
Korea fish. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We supposed go to the beach but weather was not good because of the 
weather in this morning (rain). So we changed plan to go the Sungryu Cave. 
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ugust 9th 2011 

A 
Weather I Rain 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Katsu Don Dinner: BBQ 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Move to the Nuclear power plant 
exhibition. 

10am: Tour at the exhibition and listen guide 
explanation. 

11:30am: Discuss what you think about the 
Nuclear power plant. 

12pm: Lunch at the restaurant. 

1pm: Play games at the beach. 
(Two leaders prepared some for the 
international night during campers spent time 
at the beach.) 

7pm : come back 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had planned to enter the nuclear power station inside but there were emergency 
problem. So we weren't able to enter inside. 
Campers feel tired to keep our schedule even today is the free time. 
They interested in Korea style BBQ 
We want to go outside to play many games but the weather wasn't good. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

If you wanted to go the nuclear power plant, you'd better send a document at least 
before one week. And there are no guides who can speak English, one of leaders 
needs to study before. Campers need to understand concerning about the nuclear 
power station in the world. 
This month is not good to go inside sea, leaders need to prepare some beach 
games. 
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ugust 10th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Rain and Cloudy 

Lunch: Onigiri Dinner: Samgyupsal(2 group), lamen(other 
people) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Making card and necklace for 
international night visitors. 

12pm: Lunch 

2pm: making 2 groups for farming. 
First group: Spread vitamins to peppers and 
come back 4pm. 
Second group: Harvest potatoes. 4pm: They 
ate potatoes and work again until 8pm. 
They move potato boxes and have dinner. 
10pm: Come back. 

8:30pm: First group and house wife group 
watch soccer match. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

One group felt there was nothing to help but another group felt so harsh to work. 
If the weather is raining famers didn't do anything. Leaders consider the weather. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Depend on farming or farmer, returning time was different. Leaders need to 
contact often for house wife group (They need to know how many people will 
have a dinner). 
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ugust 11th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal 
Lunch: Nikujaga Dinner:Lamen Group 1 : Home style lunch 
Group2: Home style dinner 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Group 2: Prepared for international 
night party and clean up. 
Group1 : Pull out weeds near the 
farm(Morning) 
Harvested corn(Afternoon) 

12pm: lunch 

4pm: Pohang MBC radio interviewed by 
phone 
Group 2 : Spread vitamins to peppers and 
cutting corn sticks. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Everyone did great! However camper's preference was different. Leaders need to 
consider before divided by 2 groups. 
From now, between campers and leaders are getting close. Some campers didn't 
follow the leader today. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During cutting corn sticks, one camper got a scratch on his arm. They need 
to wearing long sleeves shirts and long pants. 
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ugust 12th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny ->Rain 

Today's Special Meal 
Lunch: Group 1: Samgyupsal Group 2: Noodle(Janchi 
guksu) Group3: Korea Miso soup Dinner: Fried rice 
Group3: Potatoes and beer. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: 
Group 1: Pull out weeds at the yacorn farm. 
Group 2: Pull out weeds around the perilla 
seeds farm. 
Group 3: Harvest pumpkin and potatoes and 
prepare the tomato to sell 

12pm: 
Lunch and sleep 

2pm: 
Group 1: Washing panel for pepper. 
Group 2: Cutting corn sticks. 
Group3: Harvest potatoes and control the 
tomato's pincers. And dinner 

7:10pm: 
Dinner(House wife group, group1 and 2) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers got an impressive about Korea culture through farming. They felt interesting 
about drinking rice wine with Korea pen cakes after work, especially and farmers 
make alcohol by themselves. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Some campers feel muscle hurt. They feel easy to be tired, especially. They 
need break time after lunch. 
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ugust 13th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Bibimbab Dinner: Rice cake soup & Jabchae 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Chicken fight game. 

10:30am: Go to the boss's house of this 
village. (He invites us.) He explained what 
his skill as an organic farming. 

12pm: Lunch and break time. 

2pm: Plant white radish for 1 hour. 

3:30pm: Spread vitamins to peppers. 

6pm: Take the forklifts for fun and Korea 
style shower and dinner. 

8pm: come back 

9pm: comment to their shirts. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

There were not enough spare seats for everyone to go boss's house. 
Some campers who are not interest in the organic farming felt boring during boss 
explain what Korea style farming is. 
Campers were able to eat any fruits from his farm. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

They need long pants and long sleeves shirts. 
To grip the hose for spread vitamins, campers need gloves. 
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ugust 14th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Lamen Dinner: Fried chicken 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Shopping for the international party and 
decorated. 

12pm: Lunch 

1pm: Starting cook. 
Priority food was Germany food and Taiwan 
food. Last food was Poland food which needs 
to keep hot. Korean leaders help campers 
and decorated outside. 

7pm: Starting the international party and 
neighbors visit.(However, most of people 
came around 8pm) 

10pm: Starting the farewell party and talking 
about our camp. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

It was late to eat dinner for neighbors. Most of visitors already ate dinner. There 
were no main foods. Next time, we'd better prepare foods separately such as 
appetizer, main and desert. Visitors didn't keep our time, leaders needed to explain 
again and again. After finish the party, campers felt tired and farewell party wasn't 
start directly. The atmosphere of farewell party wasn't bright. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

For the international party, leaders need to mention separately on the 
infosheet. Most of campers just bring their snacks. 
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ugust 15th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny 

Today's Special Meal I Breakfast: Boiled potatoes. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Packing and depart to the Uljin 
bus terminal. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

First we divided 2 groups to go bus terminal but we had enough places to seat all 
together. Campers back to the bus terminal at one time. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We try to make people clean up all together before we go to the bus 
terminal but it was so crowded. Leaders decided clean up by themselves after 
campers leave. 
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[4] KNCU 2011-1 / Wonju / 18 August ~ 28 August 

, ugust 18th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny day 

Today's Special Meal Seasoned greens dishes 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

The Korean campers met in lncheon 
international airport for picking up the 
japanese campers. we moved to won-ju 
basecamp by bus. in the moving time, we 
made some pair and had a lot of talking, 
after that we introduced each others. we 
arrived about 6 o'clock. and we had some 
korean ceremony with the head of the village. 
village people made a meal for us, then we 
had a orientation and meeting. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we announced personal impression about the first day and divided the team for 
living together. we were divided as cooking team, washing dish team, cleaning 
team. and also we made some rules for each other. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

every japanese camper were really tierd. but we had long discussion and meeting. 
so they felt hard to attention. and we felt awkward because it was our first day. but 
every campers seems like expected. 
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ugust 19th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I A onion soybean 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we started official schedule from today. 
cooking team made some toast for the 
other campers. We started the farming 
program after eating. everybody went to 
same farm because today is the first 
day. we removed the bad plant called 
'pig potato'. it was really strong, so we 
made japanese-korean pair and worked 
together. the girls pulled out the potato 
and boys cut the root for using another 
method. after farming, we visited the 
village by a truck. the head of village 
introduced his village for us. there were 
so many historic site like bub-cheon 
temple and nam-han river. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we had a time for introduce himself. it was really great time. and we started some 
kinds of couple program called manito. it is every camper were appointed the other 
campers secret couple. the secret angel can't tell the truth and just help his 
manito. every campers felt amazed and enjoyed this program. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

there was some trouble between korean leader and japanese leader about the 
weekend program. so every campers were embarrassed. but we were decided to 
go to picnic instead of farming program after the leader's meeting. 
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ugust 20th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I A pepper-pot soup with dough flakes 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today was weekend. so 
everybody got up little late and 
had morning exercising. then 
we moved to theater 'the dream 
of ldal' and had some game for 
promoting friendship. after that 
we ate lunch and went to picnic 
to liver. the water was really cold 
but everybody went into liver and 
fished together. the village 
people taught the korean fishing 
method for us then we got some 
small fishes. the other 2 
japanese campers arrived to 
river. we took a shower with hot 
water and took a rest after 
coming back. the last 
international campers visited our 
basecamp. village people made 
some fish soup using the fish we 
got. it was really delicious. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we released personal manito and talked about what I did for my manito. everybody 
felt happy. then we had some orientation game called 'actually I'm ... '. after 
that korean camper introduced the village festival and some performance for 
them. finally, we discussed what we will make in cooking competition on Monday 
schedule. so korean team determined making bulgogi and ttukbokki. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

the other 2 japanese campers came to korea. so every campers were gathered. 
everybody felt tired so we decided to give free-time to campers. 
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ugust 21th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Barbecue 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we moved to theater after eating 
breakfast and had talking game. 
we talked each other in 2 
minutes and changed the 
partner. so we had conversation 
with all the campers. in the 
afternoon, we had to go to 
gallery actually, but there were 
some problem. so we learned 
the korean traditional archery by 
the head of village. every 
campers learned the method 
and practiced. after that we had 
archery competition between 
korea-japan. it was really great 
time. and we had barbecue 
party together. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we noticed schedule of tomorrow. the work will be selected in the morning and we 
will make some team for farming. it also will make tomorrow. we elected some 
leaders for our mural working. and the mural team had a meeting between them. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

the head of village taught us about the history of korea traditional archery. but 
translating korean to japanese was too hard. so they couldn't understand well. 
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ugust 22th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Seaweed soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we went to farming by team. the work 
were plucking out weeds in sesame field 
and removing the sick chilli in chilli field. 
both work were really hard but everybody 
did a good job. in the afternoon, we 
stared to prepare the cooking 
competition. during preparing the 
cooking, some campers discussed about 
the mural work. we determined personal 
painting's design and collective painting 
design also. after that, we had to be 
allowed by the mural team leader about 
our design. the japan team made 
okonomiyaki and the korea team made 
bulgogi and ttukbokki for cooking 
competition. all the food were delicious. 
so everybody were satisfied. and then, 
japanese campers introduce the 
japanese traditional dance called 
'soranbusi'. and also they showed the 
dance to us. we will preform soranbusi in 
festival. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

in the meeting, we divided team for festival performance. the team were consisted 
as dance, nanta, sing. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

today was really sunny, so every campers felt tired and there were so many insect 
in the field that some campers were embarrassed. 
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ugust 23th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days and a lot of humid 

Today's Special Meal I Spicy seaweed soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

after morning exercise, we moved to 
field for farming. one team went to 
sesame field and the other team went 
to chilli field. the work was same as 
yesterday. so we changed team. we 
started to paint a mural in afternoon. 
the mural team leader gave us some 
part of the wall. and we draw our own 
design by ourself. we thought it will be 
take a lot of time but it ended in short 
time. so we practiced to festival 
performance by each team. we had 
some small meeting by each team 
because it was our first practice. so all 
team determined detail things about 
performance and the real practice will 
be start by tomorrow. after dinner we 
moved to theater, and practiced 
soranbusi. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we released personal manito and talked about what I did for my manito. and 
selected our last manito. and discussed about tomorrow schedule. we will learn 
korea traditional instrument called 'pung-mul'. and we will continue to practice 
performance and paint a mural. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
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ugust 24th 2011 

Weather I Clear but feel chilly in night 

Today's Special Meal I Sesame gruel 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

after morning exercise, we moved to field 
for farming. one team went to sesame 
field and the other team went to chilli 
field. and some camper stayed in the 
base camp and helped the village 
people's work. we started in earnest 
painted a mural, so it tooks lots of time. 
so we couldn't practice performance at 
all. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we had time for checking our schedule in the meeting time. everybody taught about 
the camp seriously. but many campers thought the schedule was so tight that there 
are no time to prepare performance for festival. so we had some meeting between 
the leaders. and the leader decided we will not go to work tomorrow. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

there was some change of schedule. actually we had to learn korea traditional 
instrument from teacher. but there was some problem. so the schedule is moved to 
tomorrow evening 7 to 9 o'clock. 
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ugust 25th 2011 

Weather I Clear day but hard sunlight 

Today's Special Meal I Boiled rice with assorted mixtures 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today we had no farming work. 
after morning exercise, we moved 
to theater for finishing our 
personal design. and also started 
to practice soranbusi. after lunch, 
we practiced performance for 
festival by each team. after 
dinner, we moved to theater and 
learned korea traditional 
instrument from village teacher. it 
was really great time. after that, 
we had some 0/X quiz about the 
korea history. it included what we 
leanded in our first day by the 
head of village. and we gave 
some present like korean laver. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we will finish our collective mural tomorrow. so the team will be divided as painting 
team, market team and working for farming team. also we discussed about the 
order for festival performance and we decided the order. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

we are having lots of program so the campers felt tired. but we can understand 
more each other by preparing many kinds of program. 
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ugust 26th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Potato panbroiling 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today we had to a lot of work. so team 
was divided as painting team, market 
team and working for farming team. so 
market team went to market to buy 
some ingredients for festival and 
painting a mural team moved to theater 
for finishing the collective mural. after 
lunch, we shooted some video about our 
mural painting. and determined to show 
this video to village people in the festival. 
we practiced the team performance and 
had a rehearsal for tomorrow in the 
theater. and we made a line for 
soranbusi. and we tried on each ' -
country's traditional clothes. it was really 
great time. korean campers borrowed 
han-bok for japanese campers. and 
japanese campers borrowed ukata for 
korean campers. and took a picture 
together. it was great experience to each 
other. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we dicided the location for festival and helping the village people to install the 
stage tomorrow. the picture team made some video about our program and 
prepared picture exhibition for the village people. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

everybody expected the successful festival. but also they were missed because our 
camp is almost finish. 
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,ugust 27th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny days and a lot of humid 

Today's Special Meal I Egg & potato panbroil 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

In the morning, the team began to 
clean up . Last lunch on the house gave 
the village people, we have to clean 
after you finish rolling each paper had 
the time to write. About one o'clock, all 
of the camp schedule finished and 
return to Seoul by bus. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Camp finished , Japanese friends staying in seoul for two days. So Japanese 
camper checked Korean members to going with their Seoul travel. We also have a 
time to exchange our numbers to keep in touch .. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Time is so fast . Through preparation Festival, mural work, nonghwal through a 
variety of activities I can experience profound communication to understanding 
each other. I met new people and being so nice .Thank you for everyone and let's 
keep in touch ~!!!!!! 
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, ugust 28th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I An omelet with a filing a fried rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

In the morning, the team began to 
clean up . Last lunch on the 
house gave the village people, we 
have to clean after you finish 
rolling each paper had the time to 
write. About one o'clock, all of the 
camp schedule finished and 
return to Seoul by bus. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Camp finished , Japanese friends staying in seoul for two days. So Japanese 
camper checked Korean members to going with their Seoul travel. We also have a 
time to exchange our numbers to keep in touch .. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
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Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

C.P.O Box 64, Seoul, Rep. of Korea 
Tel: +82-2-6958-4264 
Fax: +82-2-6958-4253 

E-mail: workcamp@unesco.or.kr 
Website: http://youth.unesco .or.kr 
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Year Theme Camp Site No. Co. 

1966 Seoul 50 6 

1967 Sorok-do 57 6 
1968 Yongin 70 5 

1969 Jumunjin 48 4 

1970 Goyang 76 6 

1971 Here New Power Geumsan 72 3 
1972 Partners for Tomorrow Dongnae 84 5 

2004 Steps toward a Sustainable Future 7 Camp Sites 92 14 

2005 Be the One to Change Peace Center 107 21 
2006 Challenge Today, Change Tomorrow Peace Center 105 26 

2007 Unite Youth, Create Change Peace Center 127 20 
2008 Glocal Solidarity, Glocal Action! Peace Center 92 19 

2009 Vision, Value and Action for Sustainable 6 Camp Sites 70 21 
Community 

2010 Youth Working Together for Sustainable 6 Camp Sites 87 19 
Communities! 

2011 Sustainable Development 3 Camp Sites 50 14 

This shows a table of the history of international workcamps conducted by the Korean 
National Commission for UNESCO from 1966 to the present. 
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This year's programmed focused on the role that youth can play in sustainable 
development. Youth people, with their energy, passion, creativity and idealism have 
enormous potential to turn their common vision of a sustainable community into 
reality. Recognizing their invaluable partnership role, work camps are calling on youth 
participate and take action today. Through intercultural exchanges, field study and 
work, the 15-day camp life has been a multicultural encounter and meeting point for 
young people from different national, ethnic, religious and social backgrounds to 
share visions and values. The event serves as an opportunity for participants to 
realize their vision for the future by working with others towards the common goal of 
creating a more just and sustainable world. 

The National Commission maintains active cooperation with UNESCO and other 
Member States to fulfill its role as a liasion between Korea and various international 
partners in UNESCO's fields of expertise. In particular, Korea accentuates its presence 
in UNESCO through increasing regular and voluntary contributions to UNESCO's budget, 
and by sponsoring UNESCO Prizes. The Commission also actively participates in 
UNESCO's policy-making process including: the UNESCO General Conference and the 
Executive Board; the governing bodies of intergovernmental committees and 
insitutions; sub-regional and regional consultation meetings. 
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uhe 2011 programme was held in 4 different project sites - Uljin, Busan, Jeju, 
Wonju. Each field had different dates and activities that were pertaining to the 
local community. For example, the campers organized workshops on global and 
local issues related to their respective fields. Study tour of the field, discussion 

of local issues and action with local people was also part of the activities. Moreover, 
the event was designed to meet the needs and interests of the local hosting 
organizations. Activities with the local residents and for the local community were 
implemented. Volunteers were engaged in meetings with the local population as an 
important part of the project. Lastly, all of the participants had the opportunity to 
present their unique cultures as well. 

Table of camp sites held around the nation in 2011. 
Venue 
Date 
Participants 

Jeju 
1 July - 15 July 
16 from 9 

Busan 
8 July - 22 July 
18 from 13 

Uljin 
1 Aug ~ 15 Aug 
16 from 8 

countries countries countries 
O 『ganized By | Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Suppo 『ted By I Jeju Special Self- Busan City Kia Motors 

In 
Coope 『ation
With 

Governing Province 

Seogwipo YWCA 
Wimiri 

Art Factory in Uljin Provincial 
Dadepo Office 
Tong 
Gamcheon School 
Saha-gu Office 
Kia Motors 

Wonju 
18Aug ~28Aug 
23 from 2 
countries 

Kia Motors 

Modogul-Village 

Dissemination of UNESCO ideal of sustainable develooment. culture of oeace. and 
intercultural understanding 

KNCU sought for the field work through the inner operational network. Among field 
partners that KNCU cooperated within education, science and culture area of work, 
KNCU met 3 local partners whom were active in respective fields. The 3 sites were 
held under the sub-themes as 'biodiversity and sustainable development' held in Jeju, 
're-discovering the village through culture' in Busan and 'environment and sustainable 
development' held in Uljin. Through social, cultural and environmental issues in each 
local community, volunteers from the world could share different perspectives, 
information and common practices. The 15 day course of intercultural dialogue and 
action allowed volunteers to meet fellow companions. 
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Youth empowerment 

UNESCO has always placed great importance on youth. In this endeavor, UNESCO 
was the first agency of the United Nations system to define and develop specific 
programmes for young people. The principal objective of UNESCO's strategy for action 
'with and for youth' is to champion the empowerment of young people as equal and 
valuable partners by enhancing their full participation in society. The daily life and 
activities of this year's program has provided a setting for young volunteers to 
autonomously deal with issues in the community under the guidance of local entities 
and to face with living values that challenges young volunteers in acting up to the 
common ideal of realizing a sustainable future. The activities were led by the youth 
themselves, and reflections from the volunteers show how the programme served to 
encourage them to find their identities, and a sense of purpose to carry out changes 
in their communities. 

Youth participation 

The Korean National Commission for UNESCO promotes youth participation in society 
at the local, regional, and international levels. In this regard, youth activities of the 
Commission focus on encouraging youth to express themselves, as well as giving 
them the best possible chance to participate fully in social life. In line with 
UNESCO's continued efforts to strengthen youth participation, the Commission has 
been seeking to reaffirm the value of youth through this year's programme in close 
cooperation with governments, international organizations, and NGOs. Through the 
programme, young volunteers designed and carried out their own programmes aimed 
to bring change in the local community. They were acknowledged as valuable 
partners in the fields. Volunteers influenced views of social issues within the 
community and created new networks among local communities. Through the 
programme, volunteers can revitalize sustainable development in their respective 
communities. 

Strength of networking 

UNESCO International Workcamp has been commemorated annually by its former 
volunteers. Through the programme, alumni can join in community engagement and 
create new networks. Besides the alumni, the programme keeps in touch with 
existing networks in course of inviting young people around the world and 
coordinating field projects. Moreover, it enlarges the network every year by meeting 
local NGOs and communities through the programmes. As a representative outreach 
programme of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO for society, local 
students, youth workers, and citizens join in the activities, its 3 sites and more than 
100 local students have truly enriched the programmes and the lives of those who 
participated. 
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ESD best practices Ied by youth 

UNESCO vies sustainable development based on four pillars: Society, Economy, 
Environment, and Culture. Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) aims to 
achieve well-being in line with sustainable development by empowering people 
through education to assume responsibility for creating a sustainable future. It seeks 
to engage people from all walks of life, in both economically developing and 
developed countries. ESD is based on the premise of 'learning by doing.' Our 
programme presents practices that share a desire for change in order to create a 
better future and a willingness to participate in active learning. We also aim to 
promote ways of addressing current issues and developing innovative alternatives to 
current lifestyles. The initiatives challenge people's values and belief systems, and 
rely on discussion and dialogue to ensure that communities are able to learn 
together while working towards a common vision for sustainable future. As part of 
efforts to present fields of work KNCU engages in and to invite young people to 
share with civil society, our programme was designed to serve as a coherent 
example for ESD Best Practices led by youth in Korea. There have been meaningful 
and creative ideas given by international youths that serve as steps to make 
sustainable community a reality. 
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OUR STORY 

[1] KNCU 2011-4 / Jeju / 1 July - 15 July 

J uly 1" 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal | Fried rice with vegetab|es 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Pick up 
Eunyoung and Yewon went 

to the airport to pick up 
participants and help them 
to take a bus to Seogwipo 
city. 

2. Getting to know each 
other 
Sitting around the table, 
each person introduced 
oneself. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
Because of the long flight and trip to come to Jeju, they looked tired. But everybody 
looked excited for what will happen during this camp. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
All participants had much luggage, so it was hard to move to one place to place. 
The car didn't have enough places for luggage and people. 
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u/y 2nd 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Black Pasta(Zzapagetti) Dinner: Black pig pork 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Orientation- All the related people 
visited to the camp place and 
introduced themselves and gave us 
useful comments and advice. 

2. Making and giving out rice cake 
to residents - We cut the rice cake 
and mixed rice cake with bean 
powder. Then, packed all the rice 
cake and visited our neighbors. 
The residents were surprised by 
visiting foreigners with rice cake, 
but they were really happy to see 
us and say hello with smile. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Greeting with the residents with Korean is hard, but it helped participants to learn 
Korean more and also Korean greeting culture such as bow. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

There were so many rice cakes to carry, so it was hard to carry the rice cake box 
during giving rice cake to neighbors. Men usually carried the box by turns. 
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U/y 3rd 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Fried tofu sushi-Youbu Chobap , Curry and rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Cleaning the seaside - There were 
lots of trash along the seaside. Even 
a TV and a refrigerator were there. 
We picked up the trash for three 
hours . 

2. Multicultural class orientation 
We discussed about what are we 
going to do in multicultural class for 
four days. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

There were lots of trash to pick up. It was a little bit dangerous because of the sharp rocks 
and plants everywhere. It might damage our body. Even mosquitoes and bugs bothered us. 
But all the participants worked so hard that we could finally finish the cleaning. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One of the residents who live just in front of the seaside invited us to his house for some 
drinks and snacks. He said thanks for cleaning the seaside. From taking rest at the resident 
house, we could feel the atmosphere of the country side's normal house and people's warm 
heart! 
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U/y 4th 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Tteokbokki, Bulgoggi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Mural painting 
This was the first period of mural 
painting, so we needed to do the base 
work. We smooth the wall with 
sandpaper. 

2. Multicultural class at YWCA 
Today's class was about Spain, France 
and Hong Kong. We divided the 
children with three teams and by turns 
they explained their countries. One 
team sang a song from their country 
and show them the traditional things 
and give quiz to children. 

Kids were interested in class, so we were impressed about that. Although it was fun with 
kids, it was a hard work to control some noisy and unfocused kids. 
By having multicultural class , kids have chance to feel more familiar with foreigner. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It need more help to control the kids and make fun class. Smoothing the wall made a lot of 
dust, so it made us hard to breath and focus on the smoothing. 
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U/y 5th 2011 

Weather Hot 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: salade uicoise Dinner: courgettes faraies. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Mural painting 
As a second day of mural painting, we 
painted the whole wall with white. It 
will be the base color for the painting. 
2. Multicultural class at YWCA 
Today's class was about Philippines, 
U.S.A., Taiwan. 
The way of teaching same as 
yesterday's class. 

Mural painting was a hard work. The size was too big to paint and the weather was so hot. 
But all of members work without any complaints. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Multicultural class's fever was so hot among the kids. Controlling the kids and 
explaining the country's was hard. We had to speak out loudly. It would be better if 
we divide the team and separate the room. 
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U/y 6th 2011 

Weather Rainy 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Cooked pork, Red Tofu Dinner: Chinese Dumplings. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

1. Gardening & Sketch on the mural 
We divided two team as gardening 
and sketch on the mural. Because we 
don't need all members to sketch. 
We wore raincoat and cut the grass 
using tools and make the park clean. 
2. Multicultural class at YWCA 

Today was the third period of the 
class. We had three different games 
from Spain, France and Philippines. 
We divided two teams with color of T
shirt- White Team and Blue Team. 

At YWCA, kids were really excited and enjoyed it. It was beyond our expectation 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

The room was not enough for playing games. If we have more spacious room, it would be 
much better. Some kids were so aggressive in the game, so we were worried about if it 
could be hurt each other. 
Washing dishes depended on volunteers. But we decided it was unfair for everybody. 
We made another rule for the washing dishes. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 7 y ul 1A
[

Weather Windy 

Today's Special Meal Spanish & French omelet, French Toast, Sangria 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Mural painting 
We painted mural according 
to the base drawing. 
2. Last day of Multicultural 
class. 
Today was the last day of 
multicultural class. We 
showed our Spanish dance 
to the kids and surprisingly 
kids showed us their 
performance. We didn't 
expect anything special, so it 
was really fun and excited. 
We enjoyed a lot. After the 
performance, everybody 

made cards for farewell. After writing cards, we took a picture together. Even one kid cried. 

-

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Most cards from kids said it was really fun and interesting and they will miss us. 
Garazi's dance-Flamenco was very impressive. Kids were really sorry to apart with us. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Mural had a problem because of the wind. Leaves on the ground stuck to the mural. We 
tried to get rid of the leaves, but the paint on the wall peeled off. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 8 y ul 1'5 

Weather Rainy and Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

There were three teams. 
Each team was made by 
one's common interests. One 
team with four people went 
to Mt. halla(to the top). 
Another team with four 
people went to Sara 
Oreum(to the middle of the 
Mt. Halla). The other team 
went to Manjan Cave and 
Sungsan Sun Rise Peek. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Everybody enjoyed their free time although the weather was not good. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Because we divide the team depend on their interest, one team had no Korean people. So, 
they had problem with contacting with the team and lost their way. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 9 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Sushi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Second day of free time 
We moved together. We looked 
around the tourist place near 
Seogwipo city. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had a great time together. We were surprised that members want to have free time 
together even though place which they want to go is different. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Moving together was fun, but choosing the menu for the meal was difficult. Everybody had 
different opinion on the menu. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 

。
1 y ul 1j 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Foggy 

Pork rolls with mushroom and cooked pumpkin. 
Dinner Pasta & Salad. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Mural painting 
Finally, mural painting finished. The 
appearance was really nice and we 
satisfied what we did. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Mural painting was very worthy, but it was really hard because of hot weather. The residents 
were happy to see the mural painting and we were also happy to see that. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Mural painting had some toxic chemicals. It makes us feeling dizzy. 
And we should have found connection with Mural painting and our theme of work camp. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 1 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Bibimbap 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Working at the tangerine farm 
We Picked the tangerine and drop off it. Because there were 
too many tangerines in that farm, it would be much profitable 
not to harvest it this year. Then, next year farmers can get 
more profit. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Working at tangerine farm was really hard and boring. Repeated action and hot weather 
bothered us. Today's work may be related to the economical way, not the sustainable way. 
But if we think about the Jeju farmer's reality, it is one way of sustainable life. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

To make related Work camp's theme with activity needs a lot of detail explanation 
before working. We should have prepared for that. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 2 1 y ul 1j 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Cloudy 

Lunch: Cheese burger Dinner: Chicken with oyster sauce. Deep 
fried fish with corn soup. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Working at the tangerine farm 
We picked stones in the farm to 
cover a cloth on the ground. The 
cover will reflect the sun from 
ground to the tree and make the 
more delicious tangerine. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We didn't know much about the farming so, it was hard to understand why we have to do it 
with related to the sustainable life. The explanation was not enough. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It would be better explaining about the Jeju's tangerine culture. Why is it important to the 
residents? Then, it might be more meaningful. 
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J uly 13~ 2011 

Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Sa m-gye-ta ng 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

We visited Shinrye-ri's Oreum called Lee-Seung-Ak. We picked 
up the trash and had lecture from them about the Jeju's history 
and environment. The Oreum was valuable as an 
environmental and cultural heritage. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We discussed about how to make tourism better without destroying area. How to let the 
place be known to people. Connecting with tourism and ecosystem was an important thing. 
We also talked about what kinds of tourism connected with ecosystem in their country. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We should have talked about these kinds of talking from the first day. This kind of serious 
review made us understand more about other cultures. We realized that how to run the 
review time is also an important activity in work camp. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 4 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Chicken porridge 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Visiting community center for 
the elder 
We visited community center and 
met the elders who are the 
residents of the Wimi-ri. We sang 
songs for them and danced. The 
elder and we really enjoyed it. 

2. Making and giving out 
dumplings to the residents. 
We made dumplings for residents as 
a farewell gift. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

It was really interesting to meet the elder people there. And also good chance to know 
Korean culture by the elder. They looked really enjoying the time with us. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

If we know what we are going to do in the community center, it would be much 
understandable. 
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J uly 15~ 2011 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

I Sunny 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Leaving 



[2] KNCU 2011-3 / Busan / 8 July - 22 July 

1 1 
。

2 th 8 y ul 1'5 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Cloudy and Rainy 

Bulgo-gi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Buying necessary stuffs 
-Picking-up campers at Busan station. 
-Having nice dinner!(Bulgogi!) 
-Touring the school and letting them 
know how to use school facilities. 
-lce-breaking(interview game, introducing 
ourselves) 
-Letting campers know about following 
schedule. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

The very first time to meet with each other!: While Myung-hee and Jung-hoon 
prepared for dinner(Bulgogi!), Hwajung, Gangsan, and Hyun went to the meeting point 
at Busan station to pick the campers up. Every camper except Deniz, who was 
planned to arrive late, arrived early and, thanks to Sahagu, which gave us a ride to 
school, we could comfortably reach our destination. It was a bit awkward to talk and 
spend time with each other, we were soon getting closer. 
Let's get to know each other!: After we had nice dinner, we could precede 
prepared programs. While touring the school, it was hard to let them pay attention 
to us since there were too many of them. Hwajung later told us that it was so weird 
to explain how to jump over window to get to shower room. Then, During the Ice
Breaking time, it was really good to know each other. After making a pair, we 
introduced our each partner. 
The end of the first day: Some of them looked so tired because of heavy trip; 
We thought it was better for them to take a rest instead of preceding more 
programs. After short briefing of introducing our basic camp rules, campers got sleep. 
Though little confused and floundered, it was not that bad to announce the 
beginning of the camp. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

There were so many rice cakes to carry, so it was hard to carry the rice cake box 
during giving rice cake to neighbors. Men usually carried the box by turns. 
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J uly 9~ 2011 

麟:?:rSpecial Meal I :깁~bsal(Korean bacon) 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

1. Orientation(lntroducing new friend who arrived late 
previous day and village Gamcheon inform main work 
programs) / 2. earning basic Korean greeting 
language. / 3. Rules&Roles / 4. Opening(Main 
ceremony) / 5. Knowing about art projects given by 
Mr. Jin / 6. Making rice-cake and giving out rice-cake 
to local residents / 7. Having dinner with residents / 
8. Review 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
Let's work more before noon!: When we look back on the whole day, we 
realized that there is a need to precede morning schedule more tightly so that we 
can take an enough rest afternoon. 
Oh .. Roles ... : We failed to evenly distribute the roles for each camper; This problem 
was caused by letting them to write their names freely. Finally, we, Korean leaders, 
had to rewrite all of the roles without overlapping. 
Opening Ceremony, the official launching for 2011 UNESCO international 
workca m p: When we prepared a sheet of paper for letting guests the order of 
opening ceremony, we made a mistake; we first wrote Kyusub-Lee, the principal of 
Gamjung school, rather than his real name Jongryul-Kim. When we introduced 
ourselves by singing a song in opening ceremony, local residents really welcomed 
and gave us a warm applause. After the opening, Mr. Jin, the head of Art factory in 
Dadaepo, gave us a presentation of art projects that had been done in Gamcheon 
cultural village since 2009. A few campers liked his presentation and commented 
that it was a good chance to know the history and background of this village, but 
most of campers didn't much concentrate on it because of his too long speech. 
Making 『 ice cakes, learning Korean tradition: Campers really liked to make 
rice cakes, and local residents sincerely welcomed us when we gave it to them, and 
one gave us a corn and drink. 
Dinner with the head of Sahagu: When the head of the Saha-gu offered us a 
dinner, campers really enjoyed the food (pork) and Korean drinking culture. It was a 
good opportunity for us to get closer easily. 
Review time!: Although everyone looked really tired, we had the review time as 
usual before we went to bed. By sharing the ideas, we were able to re-scheduled 
the following day's plan and shared our feelings and thoughts 
Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
1. Some confused a weekday schedule with weekend schedule. We need to let them 
know specifically. 2. It is recommended to gather office materials, such as scissors, 
glues, pens, and paints.(we already missed some.) 3. Don't leave private goods on 
window shelves in the school auditorium. 4. Don't go out of the school area after 
the dinner. Know how to clean the places (shower room, toilet, and kitchen.) When 
we take a shower, it takes some time to boil the water. 
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J u/y 10~ 2011 

＼；：？：『Special Meal | 「二;-~ssian macaroni soup 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music & cleaning the 
whole school area in the morning. 
-Breakfast 
- Preparing for Multicultural lesson (two 
groups of campers introduced their own 
country by showing traditional costumes, 
local dance, games, and etc 
- Climbing Mt. Cheon-ma. 
- Review time 

Travel the world!: Most campers brought class materials to introduce their nations 
and cultures by a means of showing traditional customs, performing musical 
instruments, and singing a song. It was a very meaningful time sharing culture of 
each country. 
Cheon-ma! Let's fly away!: After lunch, we climbed Mt. Cheon-ma. Since 
everybody wanted to go outside to refresh their mind, we really enjoyed it. When we 
reached to the top of the mountain, we could see all the landscape of Busan. 
During break time, we played a game like 수건돌리 기 . They were happy to feel the 
fresh air on the hill. 
Making dinner: It was the first time for volunteers to make a dinner. Before 
making dinner, they went to traditional market and bought some necessary 
ingredients by themselves. We could have a great dinner, with the campers putting 
much effort on it. While review time, all members talked about today's feeling. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. While preparing multicultural class, it took quite a long time to show all members' 
presentation. At the first time, everyone could concentrate on what others say, but 
as times goes by, they gradually lost their focus. However, there was no problem to 
finish the presentation. Yi loved to get an opportunity to know about the history of 
Gamcheon-dong. 
2. In review time, because roles were not evenly distributed, we had to rearrange 
whole matter so that everyone can do the same number of each chore. It was a bit 
hard and difficult process, but the Korean leaders finally did it. I think it's better for 
us to schedule the roles by leaders, not by everyone. 
After the first dinner that was done by campers, we figured out that the number of 
people for preparing dinner were not enough, so thus we added one more person to 
each dinner team. 
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J u/y 11~ 2011 

＼；：？：『Special Meal I :：「：：, Sa|ad, rice. 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music & cleaning the whole school area in 
the morning. / -Breakfast / -School assembly 
-Walking around village (dividing into 3 groups) to gather the 
pictures that would be used to make a story map. 
-Have a lunch at the first time in the school 
-spend a time with children 
-Each team had a discussion about the map materials they 
gathered. Then, chose three best spots that are worth for 
tourists to visit. 
-then, each team gave a presentation to rest of us. 
-had a dinner with sweet crepe, salad, and the rice and 
meat left in lunch. 
-Review time 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Do stretching every morning: We've been doing exercise every morning. This 
morning, San showed us how to do "The Korean military stretching. " Everyone 
enjoyed following San's poses, and tomorrow morning, Kate will exhibit her own style 
of stretching. 
Walking around a village to gather the materials that are necessary to 
make a story map: The weather was super hot and humid, but everyone 
completed their tasks successfully by choosing the best spots we can imagine and 
creating an amazing story to each spot. Then, San gathered all the scripts they 
wrote and then neatly organized so that they can translate them into their own 
languages (total 9) tomorrow. 
Let's take a video(dancing UNESCO): After we watched a video, dancing Matt, we 
decided to make one. So, in review time, thanks to God, Sowon volunteered to take a 
charge in managing whole process of making film. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Sowon broke the door and got lost!: Sowon accidently broke the door-it was 
already weak!- of luggage room, and thus there was a difficulty in opening the door 
since the key was broken partly inside the key hole. We did open anyway by force. 
Kiki. When we walked around the village, Sowon couldn't find a right corridor where 
other team members went since it was so narrow that she didn't notice it was there 
and she was so absorbed to take a picture of beautiful sceneries. However, finally, 
after putting many efforts on finding her, we found out that she already arrived to 
our destination, Taekukdo center. Smart girl! © 
Yi loves animals!: When we looked around a village, Kate wanted to take a 
picture with a wild cat, which didn 't want to do that. But Kate forced to hold it up 
anyway, so Yi yelled at her to stop doing that. That could be a problem, but in 
review time, Kate said to Yi that she was sorry about that. 
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J u/y 12~ 2011 

Weather Sunny(very hot) 

Today's Special Meal Omelet & Kimbab & chicken 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music 
-Having breakfast in Halulmaru 
-Translating a map into each country 
language(Chinese, Japanese, 
Vietnamese, Spanish, Russian, 
Turkish, French) 
-Having lunch in the school 
-Making the movie posters with the 
children during lunch break. 
-Watching Samulnori performance 
-Learning Samulnori with residents. 
-Learning & practicing health 
stretching with residents. 
-Watching baseball game with 
students / -Having review time ina 
the bus on the way to school. 

Translate map!: It was the first day for us to have a breakfast in Haneulmaru. We 
also had a toaster donated by Hyun. After the breakfast, we translated English story 
of map into our own countries' words. Some were working alone and others were 
working in a group, but some groups with many people, such as France and China, 
still took a long time to meet a mutual agreement. 
We are so popular!: During our afternoon classes (Samulnori & health stretching), 
a lot of journalists, including CBS, BFS, and Sunday News, were waiting us to 
interview campers. 
Lotte Giants vs. Hanhwa: Immediately after the class, we went to the baseball 
stadium as planned. Although campers didn't know the rule of the baseball game, 
they really liked it and Manon even got the price (Lotte Giants T-shirts) called 
'Makjjang Hero' for the best cheering. Lotte Giants won a signal victory! Maybe… 
because of our passionate cheering .. ? 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It was hard for leaders to lead all campers when we went to the stadium. Since 
everyone had their own opinion and didn't follow leaders' guide well-because they 
were too excited!-, it took more time for them to enter and exit the stadium than we 
had expected. After the game, everyone looked very tired. We thought there was no 
enough time to have a review time, so we had a review in the bus. Everyone looked 
so happy except Chang who looked really tired, and she couldn 't participate to the 
review; she was sleeping! Most of us said that today was the best, and we are sure 
that it was a great chance for children to meet and talk with campers. 
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J u/y 13~ 2011 

Weather Rain and cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Spain sausage 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 
_ - - - 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

-Stretching with music(Clara) 
-Having breakfast in Hanulmaru 
-Collecting rubbish in the 
Gamcheon village 
-Having a lunch in the school 
-preparing for Multicultural 
lessons (Making an explanatory 
board) 
-doing a rehearsal for 
Multicultural lessons 
-Review time before sleeping 

Let's collect rubbish! After breakfast, we had a short rest time in Hanulmaru and 
collected rubbish in the streets. At the same time, we posted the movie posters to 
advertise our movie night, which will be held on Sunday, 17th of July. When we went 
out for collecting rubbish, suddenly rain started, but campers did great job without 
any complain. 
Let's prepa 『e for multicultural lesson! Teacher let us to use one of the empty 
class rooms so that we could stay at school for preparing multicultural lessons. We, 
leaders, divided them into two teams, with each team consisted of 5 countries. We 
will have forty minutes for one class. Since there were only one Russian, Japanese, 
Spanish, and Turkish, we had to distribute them equally, one team with Turkey and 
Japan, and another with Spanish and Russian. Though the discussion about how to 
fill the whole forty minutes with rich contents was a bit complicated and there was 
some arguing among team members, we tried to solve the problems well. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During the preparation for cultural lessons, there was a small conflict. We are 
so thankful for every camper to bring their cultural class materials for the lesson, 
but there wasn't enough time for each member to introduce their country one by 
one. Also, when a dinner team was preparing meals, they would make terrible food 
if one of us (leaders) didn't help them. Since some of them didn't have any 
experience to make food and no one knows what was being made because of weak 
communication among them, we thought it is necessary for us to make a rule for 
the dinner team. 
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1 1 
。
2 th 4 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Bibimbab 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-breakfast at school auditorium.(Using 
computers from 8:00-40) 
-multicultural lesson in the morning 
-we were knocked down after finishing 
2hours and 40miuntes' multicultural 
lesson. 
-We learned Taekwondo with kids 
-Learning Samulnori 
-Making fans 
-Eating Bibimbab with local residents 
-drinking beer and playing various 
games together 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Lets' travel the world!: Multicultural lessons were successfully done, with campers 
providing kids with brilliant and well-prepared class. Two groups, which were equally 
divided in the same proportion of countries, organized four classes each. 
Though there was a small conflict while discussing about the contents of class, 
we've done great job, which was proven by the amazing attitude of students, who 
are usually easily distracted. Kids' high concentration on class amazed us! 

Let's learn Taekwondol: After lunch, we learned how to perform Taekwondo, one 
of Korean traditional martial arts, and surprised that such small kids could give out 
an enormous energy and that they were very talented. First, they showed us how to 
kick, shake the fists and protect the body, and then we followed after them. Then, 
we crashed onto the wooden board with our fists. Learning taekwondo and watching 
others' performance were very fun, and everyone enjoyed a lot. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

It was our first time to eat breakfast at auditorium on a weekday. We had to be 
hurry so that the auditorium could be cleaned before we left the school. However, 
though we were in hurry, we couldn't clean it all on time and leaders had to clean 
and check the auditorium after other campers left to the computer room. 
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J u/y 15~ 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Fastfood 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-breakfast at Hanulmaru 
-Haeundae beach in the morning 
- Lunch in Lotteria 
-One group went to the Sinsegue 
department store and another went to the 
Dongbaek island in the afternoon 
-Go to Centum city department store 
-Meeting at Kwang-an-ree beach and 
drinking 
-Singing a song at noraebang(Karaoke) 
-Go to the JJimjilbang 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Our first free time!: Immediately after our quick breakfast at Hanulmaru, we went 
to the Haeundae beach around 10:00 a.m. Sahagu offered us a bus, so we could 
arrive Haeundae comfortably, appreciating amazing view of Kwang-an Bridge. We 
bought Smart Bitch ticket and borrowed 5 parasols with it. After hours of playing, we 
were divided into two groups, with one going to Centum department store, and 
another going to Dongbaek island nearby beach. It was a great opportunity to see 
both sea and mountain together, and in a cool summer breeze, we could forget 
about the hard work we've done and recharge energy for next week. Then, around 
7:00 p.m., we met again at Kwang-an-ree beach, played lots of games at the sand 
beach, and talked with each other. At 10:00 p.m., we went to noraebang. Seeing 
everyone singing and dancing together was very touching, and this enabled us to get 
closer. Then, we went to Jjimjilbang and had a short review time at ice room. Of 
course, free time didn't mean that there was no leaders' review time. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Where is Clara's camera?: Clara chose to go to Centum department store to by 
camera, though she wanted to go both Dongbaek island and Centum. However, when 
she arrived at her destination and looked for the camera, she couldn't find the same 
model she wanted to buy. 
Sowon lost her bag: Sowon lost her black plastic bag somewhere. She said that 
inside the bag, there were shampoo, body shower gel, towel, and other stuffs. 
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1 1 
。

2 th 6 1 y ul 1'5 

Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

An alive octopus, noodle, cooked rice served in pig soup, 
barbeque bibimbab. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Free time.(Watching 
movie(Transformer3), Haeundae 
aquarium, Nampodong, Jagalchi fish 
market, Bum-eo-sa(temple) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Since everyone wanted to taste (or at least see) an alive octopus, almost everyone 
visited Jagalchi fish market and tasted octopus. Yi and Clara enjoyed a lot, and 
Manon refused to eat. It was very impressive to see everyone trying and experiencing 
new culture. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Trang and Huong climbed the mountain!: On the way to Bum-ea-sa, Trang and 
Huong was separated with the group to take a photo. However, after taking a 
picture, they couldn't find the trace of the group and chose a wrong way, which led 
them to the top of the mountain, under the scolding sun and with no shades, no 
water, and no food at all. Other campers tried to find them, but failed. So, they left 
a memo with phone numbers attached to the board in the place where they 
separated, hoping Trang and Huong would see this. Meanwhile, Trang and Huong 
waited for 25minutes at the top of the mountain and realized others would not 
come there. So, they went down the mountain and found a memo!! They borrowed a 
cell phone from passer-by and could manage to take a bus to the school. It took 
more than 5 hours to climb up and down the mountain! Later, at the review time, 
Trang expressed her feeling like that: "God punished me .. " 
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1 1 
。
2 th 7 1 y ul 1"5 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Spaghetti & Turkish food 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music(Priscilla) 
-Having breakfast in auditorium 
-Having a lunch in the school 
-Painting the wall in the school and 
Urinori study room 
-Making fan 
-Preparing for the farewell party 
-Movie night 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Let's paint a mural!: One of the main programs, painting, started today. All the 
prepared materials were only brush and paints. Drawing design was not decided, so 
we had to find out what to draw. Manon suggested drawing a tree with leaves 
stamped by our hands and artist Ujing also suggested us drawing each country's 
flag. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

In the morning, we did base work for painting. But we didn't prepare color paints, 
but the paint only for base work. So, campers made fans and learn Korean songs in 
the school. Necessary paints were not arrived till lunch, so we had a free time 
afternoon. Most people who came to movie night were children. Since they were 
much younger than we expected, Our choice, documentary program, wasn't quite suit 
with them. 
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J u/y 18~ 2011 

Weather Sunny(very hot) 

Today's Special Meal Chinese noodle 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

-Stretching with music (Hyun) 
-Having breakfast in Halulmaru 
-Cleaning the mat used at previous 
movie night 
-Go to the school and Urinuri study 
center 
-Having a lunch in the school. 
-Review time in 9:30 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Finally we started painting a mural! : We were divided into two groups, 
Woorinuri study centre team and school team for painting murals. School team drew 
huge tree with full of leaves, which are printed by camper and children's hands. In 
fact, we were worried about drawing huge tree on a schoo| wa|l because the wa|l is 
consisted of two small walls, and it was very difficult for the tree to be connected 
naturally. However, Clara sketched the tree on the wall, (She showed her amazing 
abilities!) and other members quickly colored the tree. Worinuri team drew the flags 
of nine countries and wrote some messages to children on the mural. Our murals 
were almost done except binder painting that would enable our murals to be water 
proved. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. We were supposed to work with artist Woojing in the early morning. But he came 
late, actually after lunch because he forgot about his class! Since we were totally 
dependent on Woojing's design, we didn't know what to do. However, accepting 
Manon's suggestion, we created our own design(huge tree with hand-printed leaves), 
and successfully drew before Woojing came. Yeah-
2. Today was very hot, sunny and humid. All of us sweat a lot, and some couldn't 
bare such a bad weather. The work was done under the scolding sun. 
3. At the dinner time, Yui, Yi and Emily prepared Chinese noodle with meat and one 
without meat for those who don't want to eat meat. 
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J uly 19~ 2011 

Weather Sunny and windy 

Today's Special Meal Galbi(Pork) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

” 

- Stretching with music(Deniz) 
- Working, divided in three 
groups(Woorinuri, Making fans, School 
mural) 
- Having lunch 
- Completing mural, painting our 
handprints on the wall, and binding work 
- Having dinner at Nampodong, hosted 

, by Busan metropolitan city government 
official. 
- Drinking 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We finished murals!: We finally completed the murals. However, we should 
arrange the materials we used to paint a wall, such as paints, brushes, and baskets. 
Since Sowon was in charge of drawing campers' faces(EIGHTEEN!), she felt a bit 
pressure and responsibility for doing such work. We tried to reduce her burden, and 
other camper also helped her do her work(Priscilla assisted her!) 
And maps!: We completed story maps with total nine languages With the earnest 
efforts of Kate and Gangsan, we could finish map work and print total 5 pieces per 
each country. 

Today's journalists!: reporters came from 
1. Busan metropolitan government broadcasting station 
2. Kukjae(lnternational) Newspaper 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

1. One of the campers(Chang) asked Yi apologize to her for her being rude at 
our review time. We believe that they would well solve the conflict. 

2. Because of too strong wind, It was a bit hard to draw our faces on the wall. 
Thank you, Sowon! 
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J u/y 20~ 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Raw fish 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

- Looking around village and taking a video 
in the morning. 
- Donating books to local book cafe 
- Preparing for the farewell party. 
- Touring Sahagu with a guide 
- Eating raw fish as dinner. 
- Watching Nakjo fountain show in DaDae-
Po 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Hang around the village!: Since we were always divided into two or three groups 
when work, we didn't have many chances to take a picture of us altogether. So we 
decided to spend time only for taking moment of us. 
Donating books: After hanging around the village, we all had a free time. At that 
time, some campers who brought books from their country for multicultural lesson 
went to local study room(Book cafe) to donate them. 
Touring Saha-gul: Saha-gu offered us a tour package with a professional guide. 
However, many thought it was boring and even some campers said that our tour is 
for the sake of having free dinner. Dinner was nice, and Nakjo fountain show was 
really great. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

The village's steep stairs and extreme hot and humid weather made us more tired. 
Though our aim was to enjoy and tour the village, many of us stayed in one place 
and didn't want to move. Although we tried to let them enjoy the free time, many of 
them came back to school to take a rest. 
While we practiced to sing 'Arirang', there was a little conflict. The problem wasn't 
about singing, but not accepting other people's opinion and one camper said that 
she was not going to follow the way other camper suggested. They now might know 
how hard it is to meet an agreement. 
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J uly 21" 2011 

麟:?:rSpecial MeaI I :問i-jun, Guksu(Korean nood|e) 
Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 
6:30 Wake up/7:40 Breakfast/8:00 Packing/9:00 Busan Galmaeki & Arirang performance 
practice/9:30 Cooking team & Decoration team/12:00 Lunch/13:30 Cooking & decorating 
again/6:30 rehearsal/17:00 Farewell party/19:00 end/20:00 Dinner and going back to 
school 
Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 
International Buffet!: We decided to make the food of some countries, such as 
Vietnamese spring rolls, Russian potato jun, Turkish sautee, French pancakes, sausages, 
and REAL cheese. Meanwhile, it took many hours for two of four teams, who started 
first, to make food . So thus Deniz, who was in charge of making Turkish food , had to 
make it at the market. Though the process to prepare the food was somewhat chaos, 
and sometimes Korean leaders fell into the state of panic, we anyway managed well and 
successfully displayed the food to local residents. Everyone could taste various countries' 
food, and that compensated all our hardships and efforts. / Performances!: Hans 
played Busan Galmaeki endlessly, and everyone was sick and tired of listening that song, 
however, it allowed us to memorize all lyrics and melodies, which led to a successful 
performance at the farewell party. Toi 's Japanese dance (Srambusi) amazed everyone, 
and we could feel his ability to attract others in our heart. Some of campers played 
Arirang with various music instruments (Yi, Kate: Okarina, Toi: Jang-gu, Deniz: guitar, 
Sowon: recorder, Manon:melodian), and some elderly people in market danced with its 
beat. All the performances were done successfully under the perfect directing of Hans 
and Hwa jung. / Song for leaders!: Campers secretly prepared one song for five 
leaders. Lyrics and their warm voices touched us so much .. I attach the lyrics here: 
Without you, it wouldn't be the same. This workcamp wouldn't be so great. All together 
we had so much fun. KOMAWA(고마워 ), thank you for what you've done. All these 
moments we'll never forget. All this time with you, all that was done and said. All the 
happiness we shared together. We won't say goodbye but see you later. Bye Opal 
Smiling with your small eyes. Hey Mayonnaise! Cute crazy dancer. Hey Hwajung! No more 
review time. Hey Aree! Taking care of us. Hey San! You're never sleeping. You're 
watching us, even in your dreams. Bread Chingu! Don't forget the sandwich. Stay all as 
you are, we love you like this / DJ!: Introduced by TONG, DJ Gunbong went to party 
and played a music for us. If you saw us singing, dancing, and screaming, you would 
want to play and dance with us. It was such a chaos, but cool and awesome! Everyone 
was united and cried, preparing for the last day. 
Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
1. Before noon, two of four teams started to make food for international buffet, but 
delayed till lunch time. Since they couldn't complete, we should clean the kitchen for 
school lunch team. However, they were very slow to clean the kitchen and some of them 
disappeared, with kitchen remained massy. It was obvious that they would not fin ish 
cleaning kitchen before school lunch team came. So, Hyun had to clean the kitchen with 
Priscilla's help. 2. Since Gamcheon 2-dong market, where the farewell party was held, 
was hidden inside allies, it was very hard to find this location. So, there was a need to 
indicate it. However, we didn 't think about and prepare for that. Not so long before the 
party started, some hurriedly made some arrows to indicate the direction to party place. 
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l u/y 22"' 2011 

Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Normal breakfast 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

- Packing and cleaning the room 
- School ending ceremony with students. 
- Running a survey about overall program 
- Writing rolling papers 
- Saying good bye. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had to get up early and pack all baggage before ceremony. Since it was hard 
for them to understand what to do by mere announcing, we set an example for 
them by packing our baggage and bring it to the first floor. School ceremony was 
ended with a warm applause. Though time we took to write rolling paper was a bit 
longer than we expected, and bus driver had to wait until we finished, It was worth 
to do that. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We divided campers into groups to clean the room. But only some helped us and 
others didn't clean but play with children or do web surfing. When campers left the 
school, some campers(and some leaders) cried a lot. It was very painful to think that 
we might not meet again. In the survey paper, there was a question: 'Choose three 
best programs,' and we were very happy when many campers said 'do I have to 
choose only three? Thank you for caring us so much and thank you for giving 
special presents to us.'2 
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[3] KNCU 2011-2 / Uljin / 1 August - 15 August 

ugust 1st 2011 

A 
Weather Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal Dinner : Sujebi 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

Pick up people at 3pm and 5pm. 
(One camper arrived at 9pm, one of the 
leaders need to go back to the bus 
station.) 

Get to know each other 9pm: play two 
games which play with a dice and 
drawing something to showing your 
character. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Some people didn 't keep our time because of heavy traffic jam and one person 
didn't come. However, we keep the other schedule as well. 
We did two games for get to know each other but people felt tired. We think one 
game is enough for get to know each other. (We played for 1and ½ hours.) 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Room was not enough for all. 4 female participants need to sleep in living 
room with male participants. Campers didn't complain about that but they 
need to time to hang out with other campers who use the room. 
Camp period are just starting summer vacation. Leaders need to consider the 
traffic jam when they decide the pickup time. 
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ugust 2nd 2011 

A 
Weather Rain 

Today's Special Meal Lunch : JJajangmyun Dinner:Curry 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Rules and roles: Leaders already make 
basic rules and we discussed what we need 
more for 14 days but no one gave ideas. 

10am: Orientation: Campers move to the Uljin 
county office for orientation and meet with 
officers and mayors. 

11:30am-12pm: Taking photo and interview 
with reporter 

12pm-1pm: Having a lunch at the Chinese 
resta u ra nt. 

2pm-6pm: Making rice cake for neighbors 
and give out rice cake to neighbors with 
invitation card for international night. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Orientaion time has changed because of mayor's schedule. 
We having trouble to take photo (back ground and directing for concept.) - Campers 
were exhausted. 
Making rice cake was perfectly enjoyed!!! 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Weather was big problem for taking photo. 
Give out rice cake was good for us to let neighbors recognized us. 
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ugust 3rd 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Lunch bag Dinner: Fried rice. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Trekking and checking our working 
places for 4 days. 

10am : Starting work at the first place(the 
outdoor place for gathering and speech) 

11:30 am: Lunch: Lunch bag which we made 
it yesterday. We played the wizard game after 
lunch. 

1:30pm: starting work. 

3:30pm: finish work and come back to the 
place. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers work faster than what we expect before. Leaders need to make extra 
schedule for free time. 
However, after lunch, campers are easy to feel tired. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Campers have worked very well but they feel hungry. Leaders will bring some 
snack from tomorrow. 
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ugust 4th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

Lunch: Fried tofu sushi Dinner: Korea style pen cakes and 
Rice wine(Makgully) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Complete wedding at the first place and 
have start around the second place for pine 
tree serve place. 

11:50am: Lunch near the stream and 
catching fish. 

1pm: Complete wedding at the second place. 

4pm: Come back and taking shower. 

7pm: dinner 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers work too fast, we need to start second place today. 
During make dinner, campers feel so hot inside because using gas makes hot. We 
decide making dinner outside from tomorrow if weather was fine. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

After lunch, we played water game in the stream but campers felt tired because of 
wet cloths. 
Rice wine (Makgully) makes headache sometimes. We need to mention to campers 
before starting drink. 
We need consider the amount of ingredient. We left too much ingredient tonight. 
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ugust 5th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny 

Lunch: Chinese Fried Rice Dinner: Polish soup and steam 
vegetable 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Pull out weeds near the board and 
remove some rocks on the road. 

12pm: Play games near the stream 

1pm: We divided by 2 groups and work in 
first. After that, first group work and second 
group complete the work. 

3pm: Come back to work place and most of 
campers did laundry. 

7pm: Dinner 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers have learned so fast. They completely finished the work and officers really 
satisfied our job. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During lunch time, one camper played at the water edge and she felt cold 
later. 
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ugust 6th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny and Cloudy 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Naengmyun Dinner: Spaghetti and Crocket. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Complete our work near the board. 

12pm: Lunch at the parking spot and taking 
pictures as a last working day. 

1:30pm: Start trekking to see what we did 
during 4 days. 

3:30pm: Come back to our place. 

7pm: Dinner and play ghost game 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Work fast; we have spent time near the stream until our lunch box is coming. 
During trekking, campers recognized what is real the Korea pine tree as well.(We 
had time to ask each other) 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One camper has allergy from mosquito bites. She needs ice pack for that. 
All members take photo. 
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ugust 7th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Sunny and Cloudy 

Lunch: Gimbab and Korea style fried chicken(Dakgangjung) 
Dinner: Fried tofu sushi and Miso soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Depart our place 
10am: Arrive at the 5 days market in 
downtown. Campers buy some street 
snack such as fish ball, chicken and 
cookies for 1 hour. 
11:30am: Lunch at the Gusugok 
camping place where we start trekking 
in the afternoon. We ate Gimbab and 
Korea style fried chicken which we 
bought at the 5days market in 
downtown. 12:30pm: Start trekking for 2 
hours. 
3:30pm: Everyone has checked 
ingredients for the international night 
food at the market. 
5pm: All campers start to make dinner. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Most of campers interested in 5days market but they need to spend their 
time in the car for 1 hour. They already felt tired before we arrive. 
All campers have different walking time. People who walk fast, they followed 
people who walk slowly. The view of mountain was different between our 
work place, campers easy to understand about Korea nature view has various 
view. 
We made a Japanese food for dinner together. It makes people understand 
culture different. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

One camper was bitten by the bee but she spread some medicine and was 
fine. There are so many flies in the mountain. 
From tomorrow, we will make food for 10 people because campers didn't eat 
that much. 
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ugust 8th 2011 

A 
Weather Rain, from 9am Sunny 

Today's Special 
Meal 

Lunch: Meal from the Bullyoung temple. Dinner: Barley Rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

10am: Depart camp place to the Bullyoung 
temple. Tour the temple for 1 hour and have 
started lunch meal from 11:50am. 

1pm: Arrived at the fresh water fish 
environment ecology exhibition. 

2pm: Move to the Sungryu Cave. 

4pm: Visit the sunrise park and Manyang 
pavilion. We take photo all together. 

7pm: Come back to the camp place. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers easy to understand what Korea is style temple comparison with other 
temple in Asia through the temple tour. Campers saw many various Korea fish at the 
fish exhibition not only fish what they saw in the bullyoung valley stream but also 
Korea fish. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We supposed go to the beach but weather was not good because of the 
weather in this morning (rain). So we changed plan to go the Sungryu Cave. 
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ugust 9th 2011 

A 
Weather I Rain 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Katsu Don Dinner: BBQ 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Move to the Nuclear power plant 
exhibition. 

10am: Tour at the exhibition and listen guide 
explanation. 

11:30am: Discuss what you think about the 
Nuclear power plant. 

12pm: Lunch at the restaurant. 

1pm: Play games at the beach. 
(Two leaders prepared some for the 
international night during campers spent time 
at the beach.) 

7pm : come back 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

We had planned to enter the nuclear power station inside but there were emergency 
problem. So we weren't able to enter inside. 
Campers feel tired to keep our schedule even today is the free time. 
They interested in Korea style BBQ 
We want to go outside to play many games but the weather wasn't good. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

If you wanted to go the nuclear power plant, you'd better send a document at least 
before one week. And there are no guides who can speak English, one of leaders 
needs to study before. Campers need to understand concerning about the nuclear 
power station in the world. 
This month is not good to go inside sea, leaders need to prepare some beach 
games. 
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ugust 10th 2011 

A 
Weather 

Today's Special Meal 

Rain and Cloudy 

Lunch: Onigiri Dinner: Samgyupsal(2 group), lamen(other 
people) 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Making card and necklace for 
international night visitors. 

12pm: Lunch 

2pm: making 2 groups for farming. 
First group: Spread vitamins to peppers and 
come back 4pm. 
Second group: Harvest potatoes. 4pm: They 
ate potatoes and work again until 8pm. 
They move potato boxes and have dinner. 
10pm: Come back. 

8:30pm: First group and house wife group 
watch soccer match. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

One group felt there was nothing to help but another group felt so harsh to work. 
If the weather is raining famers didn't do anything. Leaders consider the weather. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Depend on farming or farmer, returning time was different. Leaders need to 
contact often for house wife group (They need to know how many people will 
have a dinner). 
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ugust 11th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal 
Lunch: Nikujaga Dinner:Lamen Group 1 : Home style lunch 
Group2: Home style dinner 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Group 2: Prepared for international 
night party and clean up. 
Group1 : Pull out weeds near the 
farm(Morning) 
Harvested corn(Afternoon) 

12pm: lunch 

4pm: Pohang MBC radio interviewed by 
phone 
Group 2 : Spread vitamins to peppers and 
cutting corn sticks. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Everyone did great! However camper's preference was different. Leaders need to 
consider before divided by 2 groups. 
From now, between campers and leaders are getting close. Some campers didn't 
follow the leader today. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

During cutting corn sticks, one camper got a scratch on his arm. They need 
to wearing long sleeves shirts and long pants. 
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ugust 12th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny ->Rain 

Today's Special Meal 
Lunch: Group 1: Samgyupsal Group 2: Noodle(Janchi 
guksu) Group3: Korea Miso soup Dinner: Fried rice 
Group3: Potatoes and beer. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: 
Group 1: Pull out weeds at the yacorn farm. 
Group 2: Pull out weeds around the perilla 
seeds farm. 
Group 3: Harvest pumpkin and potatoes and 
prepare the tomato to sell 

12pm: 
Lunch and sleep 

2pm: 
Group 1: Washing panel for pepper. 
Group 2: Cutting corn sticks. 
Group3: Harvest potatoes and control the 
tomato's pincers. And dinner 

7:10pm: 
Dinner(House wife group, group1 and 2) 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Campers got an impressive about Korea culture through farming. They felt interesting 
about drinking rice wine with Korea pen cakes after work, especially and farmers 
make alcohol by themselves. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Some campers feel muscle hurt. They feel easy to be tired, especially. They 
need break time after lunch. 
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ugust 13th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny 

Today's Special Meal Lunch: Bibimbab Dinner: Rice cake soup & Jabchae 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Chicken fight game. 

10:30am: Go to the boss's house of this 
village. (He invites us.) He explained what 
his skill as an organic farming. 

12pm: Lunch and break time. 

2pm: Plant white radish for 1 hour. 

3:30pm: Spread vitamins to peppers. 

6pm: Take the forklifts for fun and Korea 
style shower and dinner. 

8pm: come back 

9pm: comment to their shirts. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

There were not enough spare seats for everyone to go boss's house. 
Some campers who are not interest in the organic farming felt boring during boss 
explain what Korea style farming is. 
Campers were able to eat any fruits from his farm. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

They need long pants and long sleeves shirts. 
To grip the hose for spread vitamins, campers need gloves. 
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ugust 14th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny 

Today's Special Meal I Lunch: Lamen Dinner: Fried chicken 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Shopping for the international party and 
decorated. 

12pm: Lunch 

1pm: Starting cook. 
Priority food was Germany food and Taiwan 
food. Last food was Poland food which needs 
to keep hot. Korean leaders help campers 
and decorated outside. 

7pm: Starting the international party and 
neighbors visit.(However, most of people 
came around 8pm) 

10pm: Starting the farewell party and talking 
about our camp. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

It was late to eat dinner for neighbors. Most of visitors already ate dinner. There 
were no main foods. Next time, we'd better prepare foods separately such as 
appetizer, main and desert. Visitors didn't keep our time, leaders needed to explain 
again and again. After finish the party, campers felt tired and farewell party wasn't 
start directly. The atmosphere of farewell party wasn't bright. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

For the international party, leaders need to mention separately on the 
infosheet. Most of campers just bring their snacks. 
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ugust 15th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny 

Today's Special Meal I Breakfast: Boiled potatoes. 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

9am: Packing and depart to the Uljin 
bus terminal. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

First we divided 2 groups to go bus terminal but we had enough places to seat all 
together. Campers back to the bus terminal at one time. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

We try to make people clean up all together before we go to the bus 
terminal but it was so crowded. Leaders decided clean up by themselves after 
campers leave. 
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[4] KNCU 2011-1 / Wonju / 18 August ~ 28 August 

, ugust 18th 2011 

A 
Weather Sunny day 

Today's Special Meal Seasoned greens dishes 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

The Korean campers met in lncheon 
international airport for picking up the 
japanese campers. we moved to won-ju 
basecamp by bus. in the moving time, we 
made some pair and had a lot of talking, 
after that we introduced each others. we 
arrived about 6 o'clock. and we had some 
korean ceremony with the head of the village. 
village people made a meal for us, then we 
had a orientation and meeting. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we announced personal impression about the first day and divided the team for 
living together. we were divided as cooking team, washing dish team, cleaning 
team. and also we made some rules for each other. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

every japanese camper were really tierd. but we had long discussion and meeting. 
so they felt hard to attention. and we felt awkward because it was our first day. but 
every campers seems like expected. 
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ugust 19th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I A onion soybean 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we started official schedule from today. 
cooking team made some toast for the 
other campers. We started the farming 
program after eating. everybody went to 
same farm because today is the first 
day. we removed the bad plant called 
'pig potato'. it was really strong, so we 
made japanese-korean pair and worked 
together. the girls pulled out the potato 
and boys cut the root for using another 
method. after farming, we visited the 
village by a truck. the head of village 
introduced his village for us. there were 
so many historic site like bub-cheon 
temple and nam-han river. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we had a time for introduce himself. it was really great time. and we started some 
kinds of couple program called manito. it is every camper were appointed the other 
campers secret couple. the secret angel can't tell the truth and just help his 
manito. every campers felt amazed and enjoyed this program. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

there was some trouble between korean leader and japanese leader about the 
weekend program. so every campers were embarrassed. but we were decided to 
go to picnic instead of farming program after the leader's meeting. 
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ugust 20th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I A pepper-pot soup with dough flakes 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today was weekend. so 
everybody got up little late and 
had morning exercising. then 
we moved to theater 'the dream 
of ldal' and had some game for 
promoting friendship. after that 
we ate lunch and went to picnic 
to liver. the water was really cold 
but everybody went into liver and 
fished together. the village 
people taught the korean fishing 
method for us then we got some 
small fishes. the other 2 
japanese campers arrived to 
river. we took a shower with hot 
water and took a rest after 
coming back. the last 
international campers visited our 
basecamp. village people made 
some fish soup using the fish we 
got. it was really delicious. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we released personal manito and talked about what I did for my manito. everybody 
felt happy. then we had some orientation game called 'actually I'm ... '. after 
that korean camper introduced the village festival and some performance for 
them. finally, we discussed what we will make in cooking competition on Monday 
schedule. so korean team determined making bulgogi and ttukbokki. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

the other 2 japanese campers came to korea. so every campers were gathered. 
everybody felt tired so we decided to give free-time to campers. 
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ugust 21th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Barbecue 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we moved to theater after eating 
breakfast and had talking game. 
we talked each other in 2 
minutes and changed the 
partner. so we had conversation 
with all the campers. in the 
afternoon, we had to go to 
gallery actually, but there were 
some problem. so we learned 
the korean traditional archery by 
the head of village. every 
campers learned the method 
and practiced. after that we had 
archery competition between 
korea-japan. it was really great 
time. and we had barbecue 
party together. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we noticed schedule of tomorrow. the work will be selected in the morning and we 
will make some team for farming. it also will make tomorrow. we elected some 
leaders for our mural working. and the mural team had a meeting between them. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

the head of village taught us about the history of korea traditional archery. but 
translating korean to japanese was too hard. so they couldn't understand well. 
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ugust 22th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Seaweed soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

we went to farming by team. the work 
were plucking out weeds in sesame field 
and removing the sick chilli in chilli field. 
both work were really hard but everybody 
did a good job. in the afternoon, we 
stared to prepare the cooking 
competition. during preparing the 
cooking, some campers discussed about 
the mural work. we determined personal 
painting's design and collective painting 
design also. after that, we had to be 
allowed by the mural team leader about 
our design. the japan team made 
okonomiyaki and the korea team made 
bulgogi and ttukbokki for cooking 
competition. all the food were delicious. 
so everybody were satisfied. and then, 
japanese campers introduce the 
japanese traditional dance called 
'soranbusi'. and also they showed the 
dance to us. we will preform soranbusi in 
festival. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

in the meeting, we divided team for festival performance. the team were consisted 
as dance, nanta, sing. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

today was really sunny, so every campers felt tired and there were so many insect 
in the field that some campers were embarrassed. 
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ugust 23th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days and a lot of humid 

Today's Special Meal I Spicy seaweed soup 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

after morning exercise, we moved to 
field for farming. one team went to 
sesame field and the other team went 
to chilli field. the work was same as 
yesterday. so we changed team. we 
started to paint a mural in afternoon. 
the mural team leader gave us some 
part of the wall. and we draw our own 
design by ourself. we thought it will be 
take a lot of time but it ended in short 
time. so we practiced to festival 
performance by each team. we had 
some small meeting by each team 
because it was our first practice. so all 
team determined detail things about 
performance and the real practice will 
be start by tomorrow. after dinner we 
moved to theater, and practiced 
soranbusi. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we released personal manito and talked about what I did for my manito. and 
selected our last manito. and discussed about tomorrow schedule. we will learn 
korea traditional instrument called 'pung-mul'. and we will continue to practice 
performance and paint a mural. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
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ugust 24th 2011 

Weather I Clear but feel chilly in night 

Today's Special Meal I Sesame gruel 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

after morning exercise, we moved to field 
for farming. one team went to sesame 
field and the other team went to chilli 
field. and some camper stayed in the 
base camp and helped the village 
people's work. we started in earnest 
painted a mural, so it tooks lots of time. 
so we couldn't practice performance at 
all. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we had time for checking our schedule in the meeting time. everybody taught about 
the camp seriously. but many campers thought the schedule was so tight that there 
are no time to prepare performance for festival. so we had some meeting between 
the leaders. and the leader decided we will not go to work tomorrow. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

there was some change of schedule. actually we had to learn korea traditional 
instrument from teacher. but there was some problem. so the schedule is moved to 
tomorrow evening 7 to 9 o'clock. 
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ugust 25th 2011 

Weather I Clear day but hard sunlight 

Today's Special Meal I Boiled rice with assorted mixtures 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today we had no farming work. 
after morning exercise, we moved 
to theater for finishing our 
personal design. and also started 
to practice soranbusi. after lunch, 
we practiced performance for 
festival by each team. after 
dinner, we moved to theater and 
learned korea traditional 
instrument from village teacher. it 
was really great time. after that, 
we had some 0/X quiz about the 
korea history. it included what we 
leanded in our first day by the 
head of village. and we gave 
some present like korean laver. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we will finish our collective mural tomorrow. so the team will be divided as painting 
team, market team and working for farming team. also we discussed about the 
order for festival performance and we decided the order. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

we are having lots of program so the campers felt tired. but we can understand 
more each other by preparing many kinds of program. 
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ugust 26th 2011 

Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I Potato panbroiling 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

today we had to a lot of work. so team 
was divided as painting team, market 
team and working for farming team. so 
market team went to market to buy 
some ingredients for festival and 
painting a mural team moved to theater 
for finishing the collective mural. after 
lunch, we shooted some video about our 
mural painting. and determined to show 
this video to village people in the festival. 
we practiced the team performance and 
had a rehearsal for tomorrow in the 
theater. and we made a line for 
soranbusi. and we tried on each ' -
country's traditional clothes. it was really 
great time. korean campers borrowed 
han-bok for japanese campers. and 
japanese campers borrowed ukata for 
korean campers. and took a picture 
together. it was great experience to each 
other. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

we dicided the location for festival and helping the village people to install the 
stage tomorrow. the picture team made some video about our program and 
prepared picture exhibition for the village people. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

everybody expected the successful festival. but also they were missed because our 
camp is almost finish. 
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,ugust 27th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny days and a lot of humid 

Today's Special Meal I Egg & potato panbroil 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

In the morning, the team began to 
clean up . Last lunch on the house gave 
the village people, we have to clean 
after you finish rolling each paper had 
the time to write. About one o'clock, all 
of the camp schedule finished and 
return to Seoul by bus. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Camp finished , Japanese friends staying in seoul for two days. So Japanese 
camper checked Korean members to going with their Seoul travel. We also have a 
time to exchange our numbers to keep in touch .. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 

Time is so fast . Through preparation Festival, mural work, nonghwal through a 
variety of activities I can experience profound communication to understanding 
each other. I met new people and being so nice .Thank you for everyone and let's 
keep in touch ~!!!!!! 
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, ugust 28th 2011 

A 
Weather I Sunny days 

Today's Special Meal I An omelet with a filing a fried rice 

Today's Activity (detailed activity and schedule description) 

In the morning, the team began to 
clean up . Last lunch on the 
house gave the village people, we 
have to clean after you finish 
rolling each paper had the time to 
write. About one o'clock, all of the 
camp schedule finished and 
return to Seoul by bus. 

Program Evaluation, Discussion and Feedback 

Camp finished , Japanese friends staying in seoul for two days. So Japanese 
camper checked Korean members to going with their Seoul travel. We also have a 
time to exchange our numbers to keep in touch .. 

Comment (any accidents or difficulties) 
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I . Info Sheet 

[1] KNCU 2011-3 / Jeju / 1 July - 15 July 

[Camp Details in Brief] 

Camp Code: KNCU 2011-4 
Location: Jeju Island 
No. of Volunteers: 12 (4 Korean, 12 International) 
Language: English 
Duration: July 1st ~ July 15th 
Meeting Point: Jeju Airport, Arrival Hall Exit 5 
Meeting Time: July 1st 13:00, 15:00, 17:00 

[How to Reach the Meeting Point] 

1. lncheon International Airport ~ Gimpo Airport (Domestic) 
From lncheon International Airport: Take the Korail Airport 
Railroad (AREX) to Gimpo Airport. 
Visit http://english.arex.or.kr/jsp/eng/index.jsp for more 
information 

2. Gimpo Airport ---+ Jeju Airport 
From Gimpo Airport: Go to the ticket counter (or ticket 
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kiosk) and ask for Jeju. 
For detailed information on Korean domestic airlines, you 
can visit the following airlines. 
Korean Air: http://www.koreanair.com/ 
Asiana Air: http://flyasiana.com/english/ 

3. Once you reach Jeju Airport, Korean camp leaders will 
be there to pick you up in front of Exit 5. 
Make sure that you plan your trip accordingly so that you 
can arrive at the camp site at designated time. If you 
arrive late or have problems on your journey, please 
contact 
Kim Min-Beom: +82-10-7291-9190 (from overseas) 

010-7291-9190 (within Korea) 

[Accommodation & Food] 

Volunteers will stay at a residential house, located in the 
middle of the project site. The house has a living room 
with attached kitchen and an additional room. There are no 
beds or mattresses but bedding will be provided. Bathrooms 
and toilets are available in the house. 

Volunteers are advised to cook their own meals. You can 
buy grocery and necessities from nearby supermarkets. 

For any dietary needs (vegetarian, Halal, etc), you should let 
your group know. KNCU nor host organization will not be 
responsible for the type of meal volunteers make or eat. 
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[Weather] 

July is a rainy season in Korea. It's very hot and humid 
mixed with rain. Last temperature data on July is from 20'c 
to 32'c. As weather is unpredictable, we provide raincoat 
but it's more comfortable to bring umbrella or waterproof 
clothing. 

[What to bring] 

• For living 
Mattress(optional) & pillow & blankets / Mosquitocide & 
Mosquito repellent / Suncream & sunglasses & hat / 
Umbrella or waterproof clothing / Comfortable footwear or 
strong shoes (which prevent sliding on rainy day) / Outworn 
clothing which you can throw out (if we have painting 
activity, it would be dirty) / Swimsuits (for going beach) / 
Your own medicine 

• For activities 
Groceries which can only find in your country (ex. cheese 
from special region) 

+ We use these for our meals and farewell party to 
share food culture with residents. 

Detailed information about your country and culture (ex. 
pictures, postcards, maps, traditional costumes ... ) 

+ We plan to teach multicultural lesson at Seogwipo 
YWCA. Please bring resources that show your culture. 
Traditional song or dancing is also good! 

Games 
+ We will enjoy playing games in our free time. 

Materials which you can show your talent (like playing 
musical instruments or singing ... ) 
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+ In farewell party, we will have recreation time with 
local people. Spread your talent! 

※ Try not to bring high-priced objects just in case it gets 
lost. 

[About the Project] 

'The way to sustainable life' is the theme of our project. 
For 2 weeks, we will engage in various works to finding the 
ways to sustainable life. 

For example, we will learn the ways of sustainable living 
from the farmers in Wimi-ri where we are going to stay for 
2 weeks. Through the farm work 'Gajichigi' - one of their 
ways to sustainable life - we would learn the villagers' 
living-together life style for their own sustainable life. 

We hope to also provide a clean, sustainable life for the 
villagers by cleaning the village near the sea and hills. 
Residents of the area will realize that the quality of life 
does not only depend on industrial development, but also 
from the nature and environment. 

Multicultural classes will also be conducted at Seogwipo 
YWCA, where children can have the opportunity to broaden 
the concept of sustainable life and experience cultural 
diversity with the campers. 
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[Tentative Schedule] 

The following schedule is subject to change depending on 
circumstances. 

Date Main Work & Activities 
July 1st Arrival & Pick-up 
July 2nd Deciding rules & roles 

Work orientation 
Meeting with the residents 

July 3rd Cleaning the town 
Conduct multicultural class (meeting with 
children) 

July 4th Visit traditional Korean market 
Conduct multicultural class 

July 5th Painting murals 
Conduct multicultural class 

July 6th Painting murals 
Conduct multicultural class 

July 7th Painting murals 
Conduct multicultural class 

July 8th Gardening 
Conduct multicultural class 

July 9th Visit rehabilitation facility to perform 
Visit flee market 

July 10th Visit tour sites 
Go to beach 

July 11th Working at the tangerine farm 
July 12th Working at the tangerine farm 
July 13th Working at the tangerine farm 
July 14th Farewell party with residents 
July 15th Departure 
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[About Jeju] 

Jeju the largest island in South Korea. The island is 73km 
wide and 41km long. The number of population is 565,519. 
Jeju has a mild oceanic climate. The temperature for the 
hottest summer months averages no more than 34.7 °C 
and no less than -1.5°C for winter. 

Mt. Halla rises in the center of Jeju to 1950m above sea 
level. The rest of the island slopes down from its summit 
and is covered with dark gray volcanic rocks and volcanic 
ash soil. Jeju's natural environment has been preserved as 
best as possible. The fantastically shaped rocks decorating 
the seashores, the hundreds of Oreums(secondary volcanos) 
and the rarest species of flora around the Baekrok-dam 
lake are all treasures waiting to be discovered by visitors. 

Jeju has been preserved its natural environment. So that 
Jeju has a lot of beautiful places such as Mt. Halla, 
Seongsan ilchulbong that are listed as World Heritage sites 
by_ UNESCO. 
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[About Wimi] 

Wimi is in the southern 
part of Jeju that is located 
on coast. The climate is 
warmest in Jeju so that this 
place is the most famous 
place for tangerine. The 
villagers make a living 
fishing and cultivating 
mainly mandarin which is a 
typical fruit in Jeju. Also, 
you can find beautiful 
tracking road. In this area 
you can see landscape that 
con nects sea with sky 
Wimi's peace and beauty 

tt 츠 -I are representative of Jeju. 
六-一 쳐@_WWW,야£Yber. co~二 
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[2] KNCU 2011-3 / Busan / 8 July - 22 July 

[Camp Details in Brief] 

Camp Code: KNCU 2011-3 
Location: 'Gamcheon-dong Culture Village', Saha-gu, Busan, 
South Korea 
Project: Cultural projects to promote art village 
No. of Volunteers: 18 (5 Korean, 13 International) 
Language: English 
Dates: July 8th ~ July 22nd 
Meeting Point: Busan Train Station Subway Exit 8 
Meeting Time: July 8th 17:00 

[How to Reach the Meeting Point] 

Meeting point is Busan Train Station Subway Exit 8. 
Meeting time is on 8th July 2011 at 17.00 (Please be 
punctual!). 
When everyone arrives at the meeting point, we will 
accompany you directly to the camp site, Gamcheon-dong. 

A. lf vou arrive through lncheon lnternational 
Ai rport: 

1. lncheon International Airport ~ Seoul Train Station 
From lncheon International Airport: Take the Korail Airport 
Railroad (AREX) to Seoul Train Station. 
For more information, visit 
http://engl ish .a rex.o r. kr/jsp/eng/i nd ex.jsp 
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2. Seoul Train Station ---. Busan Train Station 
From Seoul Train Station: Go to the ticket counter (or ticket 
kiosk) and ask for Busan. Please be reminded that there 
are three types of train: KTX, Saemaeul, Moogoonghwa. We 
advise that you take KTX for it is the most time-cost 
effective. 
For more information, visit 
http://info.korail.com/2007/engleng_index.jsp 
3. Once you reach Busan Train Station, completely exit the 
train station where you will arrive at the station square. 
Across the train square, you will see a Subway Station. 
Korean camp leaders will be there to pick you up in front 
of Subway Exit 8. Please see the photo of the meeting 
point below. Please be reminded that Busan Train Station is 
not directly connected to the Subway Station. 

B. lf you arrive through Gimhae lnternational 
Airport 

1. Gimhae International Airport ~ Busan Train station 

• Limousine Bus : Take Limousine Bus heading towards 
Seo-myeon (Korean : 서 면 西面) and get off at Busan 
Train station. It will take approximately 45 mins from 
airport to Train station. 

• Taxi : You can catch a taxi and ask for Busan Train Station 
(Korean : 부산역 釜山驛 Busan Yeok) . It will take about 
30~40 mins. 

• Subway : Busan Train station is on llntl of the Busan 
subway system. You need to transfer twice. Take the Busan
Gimhae Light rail Transit (BGL) towards Sasang (사상:沙上). 
At Sasang, you need to transfer to ~ for Jang-san and get 
off at Seo-myeon. Then, you need to take llntl at Seo-myeon 
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Station to get to Busan Train Station. It takes about 60 mins. 

2. After alighting the bus or subway, you can easily find the 
meeting point. 

Camp Korean leaders will be there to pick you up in front 
of Subway ~- Make sure that you plan your trip 
accordingly so that you can arrive at the camp site at 
designated time. 
If you arrive late or have problems on your journey, please 
contact 

• (in Busan) Whajung Nam: 
+82-10-7559-7996 (from overseas) 
010-7559-7996 (within Korea) 

• (in Seoul) Myung Hee Sim: 
+82-10-8937-5975 (from overseas) 
010-8937-5975 (within Korea) 

Photo of meeting point 'exit 8' 
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[Accommodation & Food] 

Volunteers will stay at a residential house, located in the 
middle of the project site. The house has a living room 
with attached kitchen and rooms. Because you will sleep on 
hard floors, thin mattress will be provided. We advise that 
you prepare other bedding goods such as pillows and 
blankets. Bathrooms and toilets are located within the 
house. 

Volunteers are advised to cook their own meals. Cooking in 
turns, you can enjoy global cuisine. You can buy grocery 
and necessities from nearby supermarkets. 

For any dietary needs (vegetarian, Halal, etc), you should let 
your group (and camp leader) know. KNCU nor host 
organization will be responsible for the type of meal 
volunteers make or eat. 

[Weather] 

July is a rainy season in Korea. It's very hot and humid 
mixed with rain. Average temperature in July ranges from 
20'c to 32'c. As weather is unpredictable, we'll provide 
raincoats but it's more convenient to bring your own 
umbrella or waterproof clothing. 

[What to bring] 

• For living 
Mattress(optional) & pillow & blankets / Mosquitocide & 
Mosquito repellent / Sun-cream & sunglasses & hat / 
Umbrella or waterproof clothin입 Comfortable footwear or 
strong shoes (to prevent from sliding on rainy day)/ 
Outworn clothing (if we have painting activity, it could get 
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dirty) / Swimsuits (for the beach) / medication 

• For activities 
Groceries that can only be found in your country (ex. 
cheese from special region) 

+ We use these for our meals and farewell party to 
share food culture with residents. 

Detailed information about your country and culture (ex. 
pictures, postcards, maps, traditional costumes ... ) 

+ We plan to teach multicultural lesson at a primary 
school. Please bring resources that show your culture. 
Traditional songs or dancing are also welcome! 

Fairy tale books written in your language 
+ We will donate these books to the Gamcheon-dong 

local library. 
Games 

+ We will enjoy playing games in our free time. 
Materials to show off your talents (like playing musical 
instruments or singing ... ) 

+ During farewell party, we will have recreation time 
with the local residents. Time to spread your talent! 

※ Please be careful not to bring high-priced objects in case they 
get lost. KNCU nor the host organization are responsible for any 
stolen or lost valuable belongings. 

[P『oject Overview] 

• Project Sight History & Background 

The work camp will take place at "Gamcheon-dong", one of 
the most attractive art towns in Busan. People often call 
the village "The Miro-miro Village ('Miro' means labyrinth)", 
"The Machu Picchu of Busan" or "Teageukdo(太極道-One of 
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the Korean traditional religion) Village". 

"Gamcheon Cultural Village" has a unique, beautiful 
landscape. The village is filled with colorful houses and 
magical labyrinth of narrow, twisting streets. Some streets 
are so narrow that only one person can pass at a time. 
The colorful houses may look like Lego blocks, closely 
packed like a train. The village is located on a hillside, 
surrounded by both mountains and sea. At this beautiful 
and unique place, volunteers will work on art and cultural 
projects with the local residents. 

1957 

During the Korean War in the 1950s, this village was 
originally set up as a refugee camp. Over the next decades, 
believers of Taegeukdo began forming a community of their 
own by living together. In the 1980s, over 20,000 people 
nationwide came to live in this small village, but only 2,000 
residents remain in the village now. A significant number of 
young people have left this hillside poor village and elderly 
people have resided in the village for decades. As the 
village was witnessing decline in population and general 
living standards, artists have created a variety of community 
artwork such as beautiful wall painting and sculptures. 
Residents and volunteers also have made a great effort to 
improve the village. 
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During the two weeks of 2011 workcamp, we will conduct 
a variety of art and cultural activities with the locals and 
promote the village to Busan citizens and foreigners. 
Through these activities, we hope to vitalize the village and 
encourage local people to take pride and confidence in 
their hometown. 

• Main work programs 

We hope to advertise the village to the world by creating a 
story map, engaging in crafts and partaking cultural events. 
The concept of our work is "Rediscovering Village with 
Art & Culture". Our aim is to contribute to capacitating 
this village into a sustainable cultural village. 

1. Making a Map 

In the first week of the camp, we will create a story map for 
visitors of the world. Although the village has many great 
attractions, there are not enough materials to show the true 
value. This map written in each volunteer's languages should be 
a useful guide when visitors from your country want to obtain 
information about the village. What we require are your sincere 
interest and creativity. Walking the narrow twisting streets and 
interviewing local residents, we will make an interesting multi
language map. 
2. Making crafts 

In the second week, to introduce Gamcheon Cultural Village and 
contribute to fund-raising, volunteers will make crafts such as 
painting fans and umbrellas. Volunteers will also learn how to 
make metal crafts, clay art and organic-dye techniques from 
craftsmen. It is an excellent opportunity to not only learn Korean 
arts, but also to make your own souvenirs. On one afternoon of 
the second week, we will go downtown to sell the items for fund
raising. 
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3. Painting a wall 

Ghamcheon-dong village has a famous study centre called 
"Urinuri". A teacher named 'Su-yeon Choi' opened it for under
privileged children and youths in 1988. A lot of children and 
youths of the village spend their time after school, studying, 
having meals and so on. 

In the second week, we will paint a wall of the "Urinuri Study 
Centre" with these youths. We hope to create a better studying 
environment for the children as well as give us and the youths 
both unforgettable memories. 

4. Giving mu|ticu|tura| |essons at the primary schoo| 

In Korea, Multicultural lesson is one of the regular programs in 
primary school education. As the number of immigrants is 
rapidly growing, it has become vital to learn about multi-cultural 
backgrounds. You will become one-day multicultural lesson 
teachers to introduce our cultures and countries in Gamjeong 
primary school. You will organize the lesson plans and practice it 
together before the class. You can use any items such as 
images, songs, games or dance. It is not common that students 
meet many foreigners in the class. Your lesson is a good 
opportunity for children to meet new culture. 
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5. Others 

Other works may include working for local seniors, watching film 
in the town square with local people on Sunday night, organizing 
international party with locals, 'healthy gymnastics' with the 
locals, and cleaning the village. 

※ The aforementioned programs can be flexible in accordance 
with changing circumstances. 
※ Please note that workcamp should be conducted by every 
volunteer with the local residents. 

• Free time activities 

During the two weeks volunteering for projects, you will also be 
able to re-discover the region and the Korean culture. For 
example, you can enjoy city touring or swimming at the most 
famous beach in Korea, called 'Haeundae'. Since the workcamp 
is held during the peak season, you will be able to experience 
lots of events that are prepared for tourists, and enjoy the most 
exotic view of Busan. Also on weekdays, hiking on a mountain or 
visiting a Buddhist temple are available at spare time after work. 
Just be ready to enjoy all the activities we prepared. 
※ Free time activities are provided at your own expenses. 
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• Etiquette 

Korean cultural is based on respect and filial piety. As a 
foreigner coming to Korea for the first time and as volunteers 
having to work with the local residents, here are a few tips that 
you have to take caution when living at Gamcheon-dong. 

1. Greeting 

Bowing, while saying 'an-nyeong-ha-se-yo' which means 'hi', is 
the usual Korean greeting. This is very important especially 
when you meet an elderly in the street because it is our cultural 
way to show respect. Although hugging each other or kissing as 
a greeting is not common in Korea, locals won't mind it too 
much as long as you greet them with sincerity. 

2. Costume 

Please do not wear shorts that are too short or sleeveless shirts 
that expose your body too much in the workcamp site. Local 
residents - especially the elderly- tend to think that wearing 
these clothes can harm public morale. 

3. Rules 

The volunteers are expected to respect the cultural differences 
of the local residents and the rules of the workcamp. Please 
follow the directions of your supervisor. 

Lastly few reminders for basic etiquette. 

- Do not take pictures of the local residents' private lives. 
- Do not sleep outside of our accommodation. 
- Do not offer free gifts to local children. 
- Please wake up on time. 
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[Tentative Schedule] 

• Working days 
1st week : 7.8-14 , 2nd week : 7.17-21 
(Free Time : 7.15-16) 

• Time schedule 
Breakfast : 07:30-08:30 / Lunch : 13:00-15:00 
/ Dinner : 19:00-21:00 

[About Busan] 

• Busan 

Busan, being widely known as the city of sea, is popular with 
beautiful coastal sceneries and lots of marine sports and 
activities, making it rich in tourist attractions. The natural 
environment of Busan is a perfect example of harmony among 
mountains, rivers and sea. Busan has approximately 3.7 million 
residents, located on the Southeastern tip of the Korean 
peninsula. As the second largest city in the country, it has 
become one of the most favored tourist attractions in Korea, 
with travelers ceaselessly visiting this attractive city especially in 
summer. 

• Famous places in Busan near Gamcheon-dong 

We will mainly stay around Gamcheon-dong, and thus we can 
easily visit various famous sights nearby, including Song-do 
beach, beautifully shining Diamond Bridge (Kwang-an daegyo), 
Haeundae, the most popular beach in whole country, 
Taejongdae with strange rock formation and cliffs, and Nakjo 
fountain in Dadaepo, the biggest fountain in Korea. Besides 
these famous places, there are some unknown, but places 
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worthy of visit here and there in Busan. At Nampo-dong, located 
not far from Gamcheon-dong area, Ddoddaddoga has emerged 
as the center of distinctive art work and galleries. We can also 
enjoy beautiful sceneries at the Yongdusan Park. 

• Food 

Not everyone is perfectly suited to like 
Korean food; it is usually spicy, salty, and 
hot. Among the popular dishes and cuisine 
in Busan, they include Makgeolli (Korean 
traditional rice wine), fresh sashimi (sashimi 
centers are compacted at Minlak-dong), 
gomjangeo(sea-eel) cooked with spicy 
seasoning, Mil-myeon (noodle made of 
wheat) and Doeji gukbab (hot pork soup 
with rice) 

• Characters of Busanians 

Although Busanians seem cold and short-tempered at first, they 
are actually kind and friendly once you get to know them. Also, 

.-. ’'"' ■ U - ' "'’ •• '"'’' • • they are usually 
generous, easily 
touched, and 
openhearted to 
strangers. 

• The season for 
baseball! 

If there were one thing 
you should know about Busan, it is the Busanians' love for 
baseball. They are crazy about baseball game! The home team 
of Busan is Lotte Giants, and the professional baseball play-offs 
continue from March to August. We will have a chance to go to 
baseball stadium, cheer and enjoy an exciting game, singing 
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along the team song. Once you realize how the taste of beer 
wonderfully changes at the seething stadium, you will truly 
become a Busanian. It is out of the world! 

• Let's enjoy Busan! 

Beach: Since the months of July and August in Busan are 
extremely hot with temperatures rising to 30 degrees Celsius or 
more, most of the bathing beaches around Busan open from 
early July and close towards the end of August. In the summer 
months you can see that the sand is literally covered with beach 
umbrellas. Those wanting to splash around in the sea must visit 
Korea in mid-summer, when the heat reaches its peak. Although 
summer may be the ideal season to visit, you can still enjoy a 
wide array of tourist activities at the beach all year round, such 
as festivals, water sports and watching the sun rise, in addition 
to swimming. 

o Famous beaches in Korea 

Beach 

Samcheok Beach 

Sokcho Beach 

Daecheon Beach 

Haeundae Beach 

Gwangalli Beach 

Jungmun Beach 

Location 

Samcheok, Gangwon-do 

Sokcho, Gangwon-do (beside the Express Bus Terminal) 

Boryeong, Chungcheongnam-do 

Haeundae-gu, Busan 

Suyeong-gu, Busan 

Seogwipo, Jejudo, (Jeju Island) 

Hiking: About 70 percent of the Korean Peninsula is 
mountainous. Therefore, there are many beautiful mountains 
and Koreans love to flock there in the spring and fall. Most 
mountains have well-used paths and many people can be 
found hiking there every day. One of the most famous 
mountains in Busan near the camp site is Cheonma Mt., 
and there is a beautiful sculpture garden on top of the 
mountain. 

Noraebang (Karaoke): Koreans love to sing! It is a 
closed place equipped with karaoke machine, and we can 
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sing along the song or dance to the beat of the songs. It 
has become a cultural trend to go Noraebang after daily 
work or when people hang out with their friends, and it is 
a good way to relieve stress. Let's go to Noraebang 
altogether after an exhausting day! 

Jjimjilbang(steam room or sauna): For many Koreans, 
soaking in a hot spring (oncheon) is one of the best ways 
to get warm and refresh exhausted body and mind. 
Jjimjilbang must be one of the best places to get such rest. 
In a hot steam room, Korean dry spa, you can soak out 
sweat and jump into the water for a relaxing soak. Today 
many Jimjilbang feature warm-water hydro-massage facilities 
and special tubs with green tea and medicinal herbs 
blended in the water. Extended stays are also possible, as 
all of Jjimjilbangs are equipped with overnight 
accommodation facilities, restaurants and recreation centers. 
If you are a budget traveler and have not enough money to 
arrange accommodations or hotels, Jjimjilbang is the choice 
you should take. 

• Where to visit outside Busan 

Gyeon읽u: The ancient capital of the Silla Kingdom (57 B.C.
A.D. 935), is now an exceptional open-air museum. Royal tombs, 
temple sites with weathered stone pagodas and fortress ruins 
are scattered all around the city and have yielded many ancient 
treasures. Its main architectural sites are Bulguksa Temple and 
the nearby Seokguram Grotto. Both were completed in the 
eighth century and are representative of highly refined Buddhist 
art. They were included on UNESCO's World Heritage List in 
1995. 
Link:htt~.do 

It would be a great opportunity for you to visit Busan. 
The more you get to know, the more you will love this city! 
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[3] KNCU 2011-2 / Uljin / 1 August - 15 August 

[Camp Details in Brief] 

Camp Code: KNCU 2011-2 
Location: Uljin 
No. of Vol u nteers: 16 
Language: English 
Duration: Aug 1st ~ Aug 15th 
Meeting Point: Uljin Bus Station 
Pick-up Time: 15:00 / 17:00 

[How to Reach the Meeting Point] 

1. lncheon International Airport ~ Hongik Univ. 一
Gangbyeon 
From lncheon International Airport: Take the Korail Airport 
Railroad (AREX) to Hongik Univ. Transfer to Subway Line 2 
and travel to Gangbyeon. Come out of the subway station 
by Exit 3. In front of Exit 3, you will find Dong Seoul Bus 
Terminal. 

2. Dong Seoul Bus Terminal ~ Uljin Bus Terminal 
From Dong Seoul Bus Terminal: Go to the ticket counter 
and ask for Uljin. In case you have trouble, show them the 
Korean text [울진] 

3. Once you reach Uljin Bus Station, camp Korean leaders 
will be there to pick you up. 
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From the airport to Gangbyeon, it will take approximately 
90mins and cost 4,000 Won. For detailed information on 
AREX and Subway, you can visit 
http://english.arex. or. kr,/jsp/eng/index.jsp. 

Departure time from Dong Seoul Bus Terminal to Uljin Bus 
Terminal: 07:10 / 08:15 / 09:35 / 10:50 / 12:00 / 13:05 
/ 14:15 / 16:35 / 17:45 / 18:57 
It takes approximately 4 hours and costs around 25,000 
Won. 

Make sure that you plan your trip accordingly so that you 
can arrive at the camp site at designated time. If you 
arrive late or have problems on your journey, please 
contact KWON NAM (camp leader). 

from overseas: +82 (0)10 2040 4718 
within Korea: 010-2040-4718 

[Accommodation & Food] 

Volunteers will stay at a camping house, located in the 
middle of the project site. The house has a living room 
with attached kitchen and an additional room. There are no 
beds or mattresses but bedding will be provided. Bathrooms 
and toilets are available in and out of the house. 
Because the house is located in the woods, there are no 
shops within walking distance. The host organization will 
provide transportation for the volunteers to buy grocery and 
necessities every morning. You should cook your own meals. 
For any dietary needs (vegetarian, Halal, etc), you should let 
your group know. KNCU nor host organization will not be 
responsible for the type of meal volunteers make or eat. 
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[What to bring(Check list)] 

CLOTHING AND BEDDING 
口Shorts and/or pants, shirts and tee shirts 
口Daily change of underwear and socks 

口Ha nd kerch iefs 
口Raincoat and/or poncho 
口Hiking Boots 
曰Pajamas
口Sweater and/or light Jacket 
口Sneakers

TOILET ARTICLES 
口Toothbrush and Toothpaste 
口Hand Towel 

口Bath Towels 

口Washcloths
口Comb, Brush, Mirror 
口Soap i in container 

MUSTS FOR A HAPPY STAY 
口Knapsack/Daypack 

口Flashlight, Extra Batteries 
口Books
口Pen, Pencil, Pad 

OPTIONAL 
口Camera
口 Insect Repellent 
口Water bottle 
口Sewing Kit 
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□Individual First Aid Kit 

口Fishing Equipment 

口Bathing Suit (We will go to the beach!!) 

口Foods for international night 

□items for introduce your country for us 

口Feminine products 

口Personal medications 

(This list is for reference.) 

[About the Project] 

• Backgrou nd 

Uljin is located in the 'Taebaek' mountain range, the biggest 
mountain of South Korea. Due to this geographical environment, 
Uljin was able to preserve its unique natural environment and 
escape from exploitation. Uljin is also the habitat of 
'Geumgangsong' (pine tree found only in Korean peninsula). 
Unlike other pine trees, 'Geumgangsong' is more compact, and 
the top of the tree's bark is gold. Renowned for its quality, 
'Geumgangsong' was used as construction materials to build the 
king's palace. Currently 'Geumgangsong' is an environmental 
asset of our nation protected by the government. ~ 
our work wi|l be reservin the recious 'Geum an son '. 

Another work of our camp will be farming in Ssanjeonri where 
our house is located. Ssanjeonri is an eco-friendly organic 
farmingtownand~h 
organic farming. 

With the beautiful, superb Korea natural beauties, Uljin in the 
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perfect place to hold this year's international workcamp under 
the theme of environmental sustainability. 

• Work 

1. In town: We'll firstly work for local residents in organic 
farming. As part of our voluntary activities for the rural 
community, we willlend our hands wherever necessary during 
the season when we work. It wouldn't be physically demanding 
but our efforts can be big a help to them. By helping out at the 
local community, we can not only express our gratitude for 
hosting us, but also have the opportunity to experience what it's 
like to live and work in the Korean countryside. 

2. In Sogwangri Geumgang Pine Tree Grove: We will also work 
in Sogwangri Geumgang Pine Tree Grove located in the deepest 
side of Korea. We will conduct environmental activities, such as 
constructing and maintaining trails, preventing soil loss, 
restoring ecosystem, planting trees and so on for conservation 
for nature. It's a perfect opportunity to re-consider the 
relationship between humans and the nature within the 
environment of Korea. Performing the project cooperatively as a 
team with volunteers from different nations, we can understand 
the critical points regarding environmental protection, 
conservation, and environmental issues. 

• Activities 

During the workcamp, you will have one weekend. There are two 
options. One is to spend the time by yourself the other is go on a 
trip with the Korean participants. We can visit Uljin's tourist 
attractions such as the beach, Sungryu cave, Wangpi tracking, 
and Bulyoung Temple. There may incur extra charges for 
entrance fees (approximately $3~$10 but most of places are 
free) and your lunch and dinner. Please note that Uljin's public 
transportation service is very uncomfortable and expensive. Our 
activity schedule is flexible so share your opinions with one of 
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the leaders! 

• lmaortant Notification 

1. If you have a food allergy or any dietary needs, please let us 
know before start the camp. We willlet the other campers know 
based on mutual respect. 

2. There will be an international day during the camp. You may 
not be able to get all the necessary ingredients given the 
circumstances. Try to be flexible with the situation. 

3. Ssangjun-ri where we are going to stay is located in the 
countryside. The people in the village are very conservative. 
Please be aware not to expose too much body, and be polite to 
them during the stay. 

4. We will cover insurance for our participants, but we advise 
that you also get insurance from your hometown as well just in 
case. 
5. Lastly, workcamp experience turns out depending on how you 
anticipate it. The Korean participants can only prepare 2/3; the 
other 1/3 is your will, energy, and determination. A fun camp 
can happen only when we have everyone share the same 
passion. So bring your smile, energy, passion, and let's make 
this camp the most unforgettable one!!! © 
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[Tentative Schedule] 

Date 
Aug 1st 
Aug 2nd 

Aug 3rd 

Aug 4th 
Aug 5th 
Aug 6th 
Aug 7th 
Aug 8th 
Aug 9th 
Aug 10th 
Aug 11th 
Aug 12th 
Aug 13th 
Aug 14th 
Aug 15th 

• About Uljin 

Main Work & Activities 

Arrival & Pick-up 
Getting acquainted with campers, town, local 
residents 

Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work & International Night 
Free Time 
Free Time 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Wrap-up & Farewell Pary 
Departure 

What do you imagine when you think about Korea's nature? 
Uljin, where you are planning to visit this summer, is one 
of the best places in Korea. Uljin is gifted with its natural 
environment surrounded by mountains and sea. Unlike the 
big cities of Korea like Seoul or Busan, special experiences 
are awaiting for you at this Korea's natural beauty sight. 
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Figure 1 Bulyoung Valley 

Here's an interesting story of Uljin. During the Japanese 
colonial colonialism, Japanese tried to change Korea's wild 
natural by planting Japanese trees and removing Korean 
trees. However, they were faced with difficulties when 
bringing their trees to Uljin. The road wasn't big 
topographically and to make it worse, it was very far from 
the big cities. Eventually they had to give up their plans for 
Uljin. Furthermore, during the Korean War, some people 
didn't know what happen in Korea. Because of the 
location, you can see many natural heritages until now and 
also many mountains and beaches as well. People have 
diverse experience every season such as picking wild 
greens in spring, going picnic to beaches or valleys in 
summer, finding pine mushrooms in fall and eating snow 
crabs in winter. If you live in Uljin, you would never feel 
your life is normal. Uljin has superb natural scenery 
especially there are two spots of the eight famous spots in 
Eastern Korea. One calls Wolsongjung and the other calls 
Manghyangjung. Many scholars came to here to study or 
take their time in the Joseon Dynasty period. 
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Uljin local government 
and citizens are tried to 
protect and want to 
leave their natural 
heritages for next 
generation. They have 
considered about natural 
as a first when they 
need development. Uljin 

Figure 2 : One ofthe beaches is located in Uljin hold the Farm Festival 
every yea r for 

people reminds natural is important. How beautiful natural 
is. There is the fresh water fishes exhibition near the place 
where hold the festival. You could see many fresh water 
fishes. Some Uljin citizens do farming. When they do 
farming they keep ducks in rice paddy instead of spraying 
agricultural pesticide. They also protect the colony of pine 
trees. The place where we will work is the colony of pine 
trees. We hope you gladly join our program and feel what 

Figure 3 Wolsongjung the real natural of Uljin is. 
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[4] KNCU 2011-1 / Wonju / 18 August ~ 28 August 

[Camp Details in Brief] 

Camp Code: KNCU 2011-1 
Location: Wonju 
No. of Volunteers: 23 (Korean, Japanese) 
Language: English, Japanese 
Duration: August 18th ~ August 28th 
Meeting Point: lncheon Airport, Arrival Hall Exit E 
Meeting Time: August 18th 15:30 

[Accommodation & Food] 

Volunteers will stay at a residential house, located in the 
middle of the project site. The house has a room with 
attached kitchen. Because you will sleep on hard floors, 
thin mattress will be provided. We advise that you prepare 
other bedding goods such as pillows and blankets. 
Bathrooms and toilets are located in outside of the house. 

Volunteers are advised to cook their own meals. Cooking in 
turns, you can enjoy Korean and Japanes cuisine. You can 
buy grocery and necessities from nearby supermarkets. 

For any dietary needs (vegetarian etc), you should let your 
group (and camp leader) know. KNCU nor host organization 
will be responsible for the type of meal volunteers make or 
eat. 
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[Weather] 

August is a rainy season in Korea. It's very hot and humid 
mixed with rain. Average temperature in August ranges from 
25'c to 32'c. As weather is unpredictable, we'll provide 
raincoats but it's more convenient to bring your own 
umbrella or waterproof clothing. 

[What to bring] 

• For living 

Mattress(optional) & pillow & blankets / Mosquitocide & 
Mosquito repellent / Sun-cream & sunglasses & hat / 
Umbrella or waterproof clothin입 Comfortable footwear or 
strong shoes (to prevent from sliding on rainy day)/ 
Outworn clothing (if we have painting activity, it could get 
dirty) / Swimsuits (for the beach) / medication 

• For activities 

Groceries that can only be found in your country (ex. 
cheese from special region) 

+ We use these for our meals and farewell party to 
share food culture with residents. 

Detailed information about your country and culture (ex. 
pictures, postcards, maps, traditional costumes ... ) 

+ We plan to teach multicultural lesson at a primary 
school. Please bring resources that show your culture. 
Traditional songs or dancing are also welcome! 

Fairy tale books written in your language 
+ We will enjoy playing games in our free time. 

Materials to show off your talents (like playing musical 
instruments or singing ... ) 

+ During farewell party, we will have recreation time 
with the local residents. Time to spread _your talent! 
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[About the Project] 

The project's main themes are "Life, Peace, and 
Environment." The camp site "Modugol" in Wonju, 
Kangwondo, Korea, was cultivated by several young 
enlightened people who aim to create an equal community. 
The campers, therefore, will focus on producing an 
internationally bonding community throughout the camp. On 
the last day of the camp, the campers, along with local 
dwellers, will hold the village's Community Festival. 

- Practicing Korea Traditional Instruments 
- Historic heritage tour near "Son-gok-ri" 
- Helping farm work 
- Activities with local people 
- Holding Modugol Festival 
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II . Participants list 

[1] KNCU 2011-4 / Jeju / 1 July - 15 July 

Country Name Sex YOB Org. 

1 Korea Cho Young Ko F 1989 KNCU 

2 Korea Min Beom Kim M 1987 KNCU 

3 Korea Ye Won Kim F 1989 KNCU 

4 Korea Eun Young Yang M 1988 KNCU 

5 France lsma Bouazza M 1990 JR 

6 Philippines Karina Marie Ang Chua F 1986. KNCU 

7 France Leo Sillard M 1989 CONC 

8 Taiwan Pei-Jung Lu F 1984 VYA 

9 
Hongkong, 

Qi Yi Wong F 1985 VOLTRA 
China 

10 Spain 
Miguel Luengo de 

M 1992 SVI 
Guinea 

11 
Hongkong, 

Chung Man Cheung F 1990 VOLTRA 
China 

12 Spain Garazi Polidura Galan F 1990 SVI 

13 France Paul Forien M 1989 SJ 

14 Germany Caroline Russ F 1993 IJGD 

15 USA Moon Nahae F 1985 VFP 

16 Russia Ivan Stepanov M 1983 YCB 
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[2] KNCU 2011-3 / Busan / 8 July - 22 July 

Country Name Sex YOB Org. 

1 Korea Kangsan Lee M 1987 KNCU 

2 Korea Hwa Jung Nam F 1986 KNCU 

3 Korea Jung Hoon Han M 1986 KNCU 

4 Korea Myung Hee Shim F 1989 KNCU 

5 Korea Hyun Jung F 1991 KNCU 

6 France Manon Vivenot F 1990 SJ 

7 Turkey Denizcan Bozkurt M 1992 GSM 

8 Taiwan Shu-Ping Huang F 1992 VYA 

9 Russia Ekaterina Makanina F 1988 W4U 

10 Taiwan Jou-Yu Lin F 1989 VYA 

11 China HuangYi F 1989 CONC 

12 Vietnam Thu Trang Nguyen F 1990 VPV 

13 Vietnam Thi Thu Huong Vu F 1990 VPV 

14 Spain Alvaro Prieto Salvador M 1991 SVI 

15 France Flora Bardat F 1985 SJ 

16 France Priscilla Phirmis F 1987 SJ 

17 Japan Masahiko ltou M 1986 NFUJ 

18 Russia Ivan Stepanov M 1985 
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[3] KNCU 2011-2 / Uljin / 1 August ~ 15 August 

Country Name Sex YOB Org. 

1 Korea Da Young Kim F 1991 KNCU 

2 Korea Nam Kwon F 1988 KNCU 

3 Korea Dae Han Choi M 1987 KNCU 

4 Korea DongWook Ha M 1985 KNCU 

5 Japan Seiko Kudo F 1987 CIEEJ 

6 France Vincent Quere M 1992 CONC 

7 Taiwan Tan-Wen Lin F 1990 VYA 

8 Taiwan Yi-Erh Lai F 1991 VYA 

9 
Hongkong, 

Huen Wan Fong F 1987 VOLTRA 
China 

10 
Hongkong, 

Shuk Han Kui F 1985 VOLTRA 
China 

11 Germany Nicole INHOFF F 1988 VAP-CFD 

12 Spain Mireya Harillo Gamez F 1988 SVI 

13 Japan Chihiro Kato F 1990 NICE 

14 Poland Pawel Klapuch M 1987 CONCUK 

15 Japan Masatoshi Masuda M 1991 CIEEJ 

16 Belgium Alla n Robert M 1988 SVI 
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[4] KNCU 2011-1 / Wonju / 18 August - 28 August 

No. Country Name Sex YOB Org. 

1 Korea Ko,Yoona F 1989 KNCU 

2 Korea Yong, Haeju(Leader) M 1984 KNCU 

3 Korea Ahn, Jin F 1983 KNCU 

4 Korea Nam,Seungduk M 1985 KNCU 

5 Korea Lee,Dahye F 1990 KNCU 

6 Korea Hwang, Jungwon F 1990 KNCU 

7 Korea Jo, Subin F 1989 KNCU 

8 Korea 
Kim, 

F 1985 KNCU 
Hyunkyoung(Leader) 

9 Korea Cho, Sangjin F 1989 KNCU 

10 Japan Suzuki Tomotaka M 1990 GOOD 

11 Japan Watanabe Hirpyuki M 1990 GOOD 

12 Japan Kuji Asami F 1990 GOOD 

13 Japan Yamada Chizuru F 1986 GOOD 

14 Japan Miyamoto Satsuki F 1990 GOOD 

15 Japan Ono Narumi F 1992 GOOD 

16 Japan Morioka Sanae F 1989 GOOD 

17 Japan Ikeda Mako F 1990 GOOD 

18 Japan Tominaga Shoko F 1991 GOOD 

19 Japan Muto Saki F 1991 GOOD 

20 Japan Ryogoku Yumi F 1991 GOOD 

21 Japan Kawakami Alha F 1991 GOOD 

22 Japan lnami Taki F 1973 GOOD 

23 Japan Sato Yoshiyuki M 1978 GOOD 
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